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ONLINE
DIGITAL ANSWERS TO YOUR QUESTIONS
PURE FREUDE
AN WAssER
Have you found the ﬁtting you want, but need more detailed information? You can look up your favourite
products on our website. Here you will also ﬁnd the answers to questions about where you can view,
test or purchase the products.

GROHE products are beautifully designed to
last a lifetime. nothing matters more to us than
producing innovative kitchen and bathroom
faucets, showers and accessories that not only
look great but also perform brilliantly - and go
on working forever.
In the Bathroom we have the widest range
of products for all draw-off points and in three styles: Cosmopolitan, Contemporary and
Authentic – each with a distinct look and characteristic, to satisfy our consumers around
the world. Other exciting developments include our pioneering GROHE Power&Soul®
shower with seven ‘one click’ combinations of both invigorating and relaxing spray
patterns, as well as the continued development of GROHE Eurocube, which offers a
Cosmopolitan range at an affordable price.
In the Kitchen we have highly professional, innovative and caring products such as
Minta Touch, which offers ‘hands free’ water control, and our continued development of
GROHE Blue®, offering filtered, chilled, still or sparkling water straight from the faucet –
saving money in a more sustainable way. GROHE Red™, on the other hand, delivers boiling
hot water effortlessly. A special Kitchen Brochure is available.
Based in Germany, where the vast majority of our products are made, GROHE continues
to invest substantially in new technology that not only satisfies but exceeds industry
standards and legal requirements. Our hand-mixers, for example, have to fulfil regular
lifetime tests that simulate over 15 years of usage. Our ‘Moments of Truth’ are unique
ways in which GROHE products perform – for example our GROHE SilkMove® caring
technology involves Teflon-lubricated ceramic cartridges that produce near-frictionless
performance and hence very long life.
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in the search
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ensures they love them too. That’s reflected in
to ﬁnd your GROHE
partner.
the many
best-of-the-best awards for our zeitgeist designs, including the Red dot design
Team Award, more usually reserved for brands such as Apple, Bose and Porsche. At
GROHE we are proud to share such company.
Water scarcity is a global concern. At GROHE we embrace Sustainability in all our thinking
and processes. GROHE EcoJoy™, for example, embraces water-saving technology to help
control and reduce water consumption in the Bathroom. In the Kitchen, GROHE Blue®
offers a fundamental alternative to expensive bottled water – enjoyable water, straight from
the faucet!
The enjoyment of water has been our ultimate aim since GROHE was founded in Hemer,
Germany in 1936. In 2013 we have decided to change our claim into German to stress
our German heritage and performance. GROHE - Pure Freude an Wasser. Pure joy of water.
We sincerely trust that you will enjoy water from GROHE products for years to come.

david J. Haines
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CREATING
BLIssFUL sPACEs
designing your new bathroom has never been more exciting. It’s a unique opportunity to
create your own personal oasis – a place to retreat to after a hard day’s work, to relax and
unwind and let the restorative benefits of water wash all your stresses away.
Hip hotels have opened our eyes to the wealth of products available and how clever use of
materials, sanitaryware and faucets can transform a functional space into something really
spectacular, while destination spas have encouraged us to take time out and experience
the pleasures of hydrotherapy. The bathroom is now a place for rejuvenation and
relaxation and a real pampering zone. Whether it’s a quick energising shower first thing in
the morning or a long, lingering candlelit soak before bed, our extensive range of faucets,
showers and accessories will let you create the bathroom of your dreams. By combining
superior technology with a choice of breath-taking designs, GROHE can provide you
with all the elements to enhance your bathing space.
Good planning and design will result in a space that is both efficient and a joy to use.
Books, magazines and, of course, this brochure are all great sources of inspiration and
will help you build up a picture of how you want your space to look and perform. Visit
our website www.grohe.com for additional product information, planning and installation
solutions. And don’t forget the other elements that will enhance your time spent bathing.
Install dimmable lighting, a music system and perhaps even an armchair; these additions
will all help make your bathroom a personal wellness centre.
design is in the details – so why not choose the faucets first! Faucets, bath fillers and
showers are not only the hardest working pieces of bathroom equipment; they’re the most
exciting too. Our faucet collection features numerous design styles, from ultramodern
shapes to timeless classics. Take a look through these pages and you’re sure to find a
faucet to match your bathroom scheme. Then turn to our shower section where you’ll find
our extensive range of feature-packed showering solutions.

Large or small, open plan or intimate, GROHE has a solution for all your bathroom requirements
Small spaces
Even the smallest of bathrooms
can benefit from GROHE technology.
A number of our faucet ranges
include mixers designed specifically
for small basins, while our shower
systems can be fitted into the
tightest of corners.

Bathroom living
Bathrooms are evolving and fast
becoming living spaces in their
own right. Open-plan sleeping
and bathing spaces – whereby
the bedroom and en-suite are
combined – are the norm in modern
city apartments. In a situation like
this, GROHE Whisper® technology
comes into its own.

Personal home spa
Advanced GROHE technology
and directional designs means that
you can bring the spa experience
into your own home. Imagine taking
a shower under a generous shower
rose surrounded by body showers
and then stepping into a deep bath
filled to the temperature of your
choosing. With GROHE you really
can have it all.
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PURE jOy OF WATER

Water is the source of life. It flows through everything in our world, sustaining and supporting, comforting and
cleansing. It restores us like nothing else can, whether it is cascading from a warm shower or steaming in a soothing
bath. Water is a wonder. That is why we are so passionate about what we do. It is why we invest all our expertise in
innovative technology to help you enjoy water and, just as importantly, conserve water. We combine commitment to
innovation, timeless design and a longstanding German tradition of product quality to bring you the pure enjoyment
of water – Pure Freude an Wasser.
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PURE jOy OF WATER
Water is life’s most precious resource and nature’s greatest gift. At GROHE, we
understand that this essential commodity is limited. That’s why we want to bring
you products that use water in a responsible and sustainable way.
For us, that means adopting an approach to engineering, manufacturing and
product design that has performance and sustainability at its heart. Consumerdriven innovation has always been the guiding principle of our product
development; today, we work tirelessly to combine that with investment in
technology.
Sustainability starts with longevity. GROHE products are long-lasting products
that survive generations. When you invest in GROHE bathroom and kitchen faucets
and fittings, you benefit from our tradition of German precision engineering, our
programme of exhaustive lifetime testing and the rigorous production standards
in all our six plants worldwide – three of which are located in Germany.
Our products work beautifully, but they also look beautiful. GROHE’s outstanding
design has won numerous awards, including the ultimate design accolade of the
“Red Dot Design Team of the year 2011/2012”, a first for the sanitary industry.
Previous winners include inspiring brands such as Apple, Audi and Bose and the
most recent recipient, Porsche.
Our investment in technology that performs at the highest level while caring for
the environment is ongoing and groundbreaking. For instance, products are now
starting to be built with unique GROHE Zero lead-free alloys. Our wider approach
to caring for our environment and community encompasses many ethical
initiatives, such as our installer education programme for the underprivileged
youth of Mumbai in cooperation with don Bosco Mondo.
This is a philosophy that governs everything we do. GROHE believes that the
highest performance comes from taking the most care: care of our customers
through beautiful products and first-class service; care of our society through
innovative programmes and responsible involvement; and care of the
environment’s most precious resource through smart innovation. Working in
harmony, these things combine to offer the pure enjoyment of water – Pure
Freude an Wasser.
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GERMAN ENGINEERING
AT ITs BEsT

For many consumers, “Made in Germany” is a marque that stands for quality, precision
and attention to detail. Our design and product development facilities are all located in
Germany, where we conduct comprehensive pre-launch product testing and ongoing
production checks. Consistently high production standards are guiding principles in all
our plants, which run at the same level of quality across the world as they do in Germany.
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sETTING THE
sTANDARD FOR
GERMAN FACTORIEs
Great performance comes from high-quality manufacturing. And Germany is the home
of manufacturing quality. GROHE is a proud part of this tradition: our engineering experts
and award-winning in-house design teams are all based in Germany. These teams share
a cooperative approach to product development, part of a holistic philosophy that sees
design, engineering and production working in harmony like a well-conducted orchestra.
This integrated approach has been recognised with a prestigious award. Our factory in Hemer
was among the winners of the ‘die Beste Fabrik’ (Top Factory) competition, organised by
WirtschaftsWoche in Germany. The award followed a complete modernisation of the plant
in recent years. Workshop production was converted to line production, and lead times have
been cut from twenty to just four days.
All GROHE factories – in Germany, Portugal, Thailand and Canada – are 100% owned by
GROHE. All factories comply with the highest environmental, health and safety standards.
The major production sites in Germany, Portugal and Thailand are continuously being
audited by independent external certification bodies against the international standards
for environmental impact (ISO 14001:2009) and health and safety management systems
(OHSAS:2007).
Testing is as important to us as manufacturing. GROHE applies higher standards to
our products than worldwide legal and regulatory levels. Lifetime tests that simulate
over 15 years of usage, plus thorough final testing of products as they leave our factories,
ensure that your GROHE products will give you many years of enjoyment.

The state of the art GROHE factory in Hemer,
Germany. Won the industrial competition
“die Beste Fabrik” (Top Factory) in 2009.
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DELIvERING ULTIMATE
PRECIsION

The daily rituals of washing hands, taking showers or making tea or coffee might seem
inconsequential, but to our engineers they’re part of the science of enjoying water. GROHE
has been developing and producing the key component of faucets – cartridges - for more
than 70 years. Today GROHE is one of the few remaining producers of the entire faucet,
including the brass and the cartridge. We have supplied over 100 million fittings, all of
them 100% produced by GROHE. It’s a record that none of our competitors can match.
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FIRsT FOR INNOvATION
For more than three quarters of a century, GROHE has made the sector what it is, shaping
the industry with our in-house engineering and innovation just as surely as we shape the
designs of our award-winning faucets and fittings.
That’s reflected in the number of industry firsts we’ve achieved over the whole of our history:
from our production of the first thermostat in 1957, through to the 21st century and the
introduction of the first digital controls for the complete bathroom with GROHE Ondus® Digital.
Our appetite for the new and the groundbreaking is as great as ever. Just look at
GROHE Blue®, with its instant delivery of chilled still, semi-sparkling and sparkling water.
Or the new Minta Touch, which brings a new area of convenience to the kitchen. With
dirty hands you only need to touch the faucet with your wrist for instant water delivery.
Or take a look at GROHE Power&Soul™ showers, with an indulgent choice of seven
innovative spray-patterns at the touch of a button.
Then there are those eye-opening developments that we call the “Moments of Truth” –
the technologies which lend GROHE products their aura of sleek day-to-day reliability
and distinctiveness. They include GROHE SilkMove® – special Teflon-lubricate ceramic
cartridges that produce almost frictionless performance and thus long life. Lifecycletested to over 400,000 operations, GROHE SilkMove® comes with an extra-wide operating
angle, with a unique ‘comfort zone’ that provides gradual and precise temperature
adjustment.
Then there is GROHE StarLight®. This technology guarantees that your faucets look brandnew for many years, keeping their lustre whatever the world throws at them.
All of which demonstrates that our technology is not just groundbreaking; it’s indulgent
and enjoyable as well. Being first is always good, but we will never cease working to make
our innovations beautiful and effortless to use.

Blue Core™ – The distinctive blue-coloured
components at the heart of GROHE products
highlight GROHE’s leading performance and
quality.
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MOMENTs OF TRUTH

GROHE EcoJoy™
Save precious resources and
enjoy 100% water comfort.

GROHE Zero
Lead-free, corrosion-resistant
faucets thanks to the unique
GROHE-developed alloy.

GROHE Digital®
Intuitive digital technology
at your fingertips.

GROHE SilkMove®
Smoothest handling for effortless
precision and ultimate comfort for
a lifetime.

GROHE StarLight®
Made-to-last surfaces ranging
from precious matt to shiny like
a diamond.

GROHE DreamSpray®
Innovative quality showers for
luxurious revitalisation and wellbeing.

GROHE CoolTouch®
no scalding on hot surfaces thanks
to 100% GROHE CoolTouch®.

GROHE TurboStat®
Always the right temperature, for
utmost convenience and safety.

GROHE Whisper®
Innovative water technology
delivering whisper-quiet acoustics.

BlueCore™ by GROHE
The distinctive blue-coloured components at the
heart of GROHE products highlight GROHE’s leading
performance and quality.
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BLUECORE™
By GROHE

NEW

The distinctive blue-coloured components at the heart of GROHE products
highlight GROHE’s leading performance and quality.
The distinctiveness of GROHE products, already apparent in their timeless exterior, has its foundations
deeply rooted in the unique internal components that GROHE manufactures.
To demonstrate our exceptional stable of unique technologies, we gave them visual recognition.
BlueCore™ by GROHE sets apart the technology at the heart of our mixers, thermostats and watertechnology systems. BlueCore™ denotes utmost precision and outstanding ease of use.
Highlighted in a blue colour, BlueCore® epitomises GROHE product quality, unique functionality and
our corporate spirit. It’s a magical brand core that highlights all GROHE innovations and technologies
that offer Pure Freude an Wasser.

GROHE TurboStat®
cartridge
The heart of a GROHE
thermostat – for utmost
convenience and safety.

GROHE Rapido
The innovative concealed
installation, pre-assembled
and tested in our factory for
100% safety.

GROHE SilkMove® cartridge
The heart of each GROHE single-lever
mixer ensures a lifetime of effortless
water control.

GROHE discharge
valve AV1
This valve is multi-functional
and suitable for all flush
technologies (dual-flush
system, start-and-stop
function, single-flush system).
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GROHE
ECOjOy™
Save precious resources and enjoy 100% water comfort.
All GROHE EcoJoy™ products are systematically designed to save water and energy so that precious
resources are conserved. These products, equipped with water-saving technologies, offer the perfect
water experience without the need to compromise. Reducing water and energy consumption goes
hand in hand with convenience and attractive design. Less water. Perfect flow.

GROHE is the only manufacturer offering
a full-spectrum of water-saving products –
for bath, shower and sanitary installation.

50 %

40 %

50 %
The highly innovative
GROHE EcoJoy™
technology reduces
water consumption
by up to 50% without
compromising on
performance.

50 %

50 %

GROHE single-lever mixers – On numerous
models across all style and price segments,
integrated technology automatically reduces
water consumption by up to 50% compared
to standard rates every time the faucet is turned
on, yet still ensures that same perfect flow.

GROHE showers – For your perfect shower
experience, a built-in technology effortlessly saves
up to 40% of water on selected models, while
delivering all the features and performance you
would expect from a GROHE shower.

GROHE thermostats – With GROHE thermostats,
the desired water temperature is reached within
a fraction of a second and reliably maintained for
the duration of your shower. no more time and
water wasted while fiddling with controls to get
the temperature right!

GROHE sanitary systems – Ecologically sensible:
GROHE cisterns use water very sparingly. The start/
stop and dual flush systems offer the opportunity
of selecting one‘s preferred economical flush.

GROHE special fittings – Thanks to the electronic
control, water only flows through these mixers
when needed. depending on the model, the mixer
automatically turns off and saves water when
the user removes his hands, for example during
soaping, or after a pre-set time.
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NEW

GROHE
ZERO
Lead-free, corrosion-resistant faucets
thanks to the unique GROHE-developed alloy.
As a global brand, we tirelessly dedicate ourselves to harnessing our knowledge, technological expertise
and German precision-engineering to make best use of the world’s finite resources. The development of
GROHE Zero brings a groundbreaking approach to manufacturing faucets.
After vigorous research, we have substantially reduced the lead content in brass to negligible levels.
Lead is replaced by harmless metals like copper, ensuring that potential lead contamination of potable
water is at an absolute minimum. GROHE’s vast experience and expertise in the production process,
harnessed with the technical opportunities that our own furnaces offer, has resulted in us setting new
standards for drinking water with GROHE Zero.
More importantly, the new GROHE Zero alloy ensures unprecedented longevity. Its composition has
been proven to be five times more resistant to corrosion. With a GROHE Zero faucet, you can be sure
you will revel in the pure enjoyment of water in every aspect – day after day and for a whole lifetime.

GROHE Zero
means our raw material contains
90% less lead than standard brass
and is five times more resistant
to corrosion.

GROHE Zero
new Eurodisc Cosmopolitan
produced with GROHE Zero.

GROHE Zero

Brass
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NEW

GROHE
sTARLIGHT®
Made-to-last surfaces ranging from precious matt to shiny like a diamond.

GROHE faucets are guaranteed to look as beautiful decades on as they did the day you first fell in love with
them. The special recipe to success lies in our long-lasting surface quality: GROHE StarLight® Technology.
Continuous improvement over the last 75 years has seen our unique plating process refined to produce
a robust and immaculate surface that is recognised as one of the best finishes in the world. This is thanks
to rigorous quality controls and ongoing investment, giving you a lifetime of enjoyment.
As well as the classic chrome finish, GROHE uses state-of-the-art machinery to deliver exceptional quality
finishes. The physical vapour deposition (PVd) process ensures that the surface composition is three-times
harder, delivering glistening gold or sophisticated stainless-steel finishes. As well as being harder, the
surface is also ten times more scratch resistant, so it can be cherished for a lifetime. The zenith is GROHE’s
new SuperBlack surface that surpasses all other benchmarks and is an industry-first. This has been made
possible by employing a chemical vapour deposition (CVd) process. It is five times harder than chrome and
has a special coating that makes it a hundred times more scratch resistant.
Across the spectrum of GROHE finishes, from matt to shiny and in all colour choices, GROHE StarLight®
offers a made-to-last finish. The flawless, long-lasting surface is designed to be extremely resistant to dirt
and scratches, making maintenance effortless and ensuring good-as-new looks for many years.

GROHE StarLight® surface composition

GROHE
Chrome

GROHEPVD

GROHECVD

GROHE surface hardness

Chrome

PVd

CVd

GROHE scratch resistance

nickel

Chrome

Copper
Brass

Plastic

Chrome

PVd

CVd
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RECOGNIsING
GREAT DEsIGN













design at GROHE has a zeitgeist feel – it captures the spirit of our age, with a positive
look to the future. Our talented in-house design team have defined a unique aesthetic
code to communicate the dnA of our brand. Our products capture the spirit and
imagination of consumers throughout the world and have won a plethora of prestigious
international design Awards.
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DEsIGN DEDICATION
AND EXPERTIsE
An outstanding design pedigree always comes with a strong brand dnA. In
our case that means subtle cues: a precise seven-degree incline on our levers
and spouts; rings to emphasise areas of importance; and lozenge shapes
which convey our philosophy of sensual minimalism. You won’t consciously
notice these elements. You will simply absorb them and be drawn to them.
They will invite interaction and guide the user experience to ensure years of
enjoyment.
GROHE’s zeitgeist design team, led by Paul Flowers, has in recent years
been awarded an impressive number of international best-of-the-best design
awards. Expert juries agree with consumers time and time again – GROHE
design offers an excellent balance of innovation, functionality, quality and
aesthetics.
We are incredibly proud to have been awarded the world’s most prestigious
design accolade, the Red Dot Design Team of the year 2011/12, in a first for
the sanitary sector. Previous winners include inspiring brands - from Apple,
Audi and Bose - to the most recent recipient, Porsche.
design is a fundamental pillar of the Grohe brand. This, together with our
consumer centric approach and tireless commitment to quality, ensures our
products function as beautifully as they look.
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sUsTAINABLE
AND REsPONsIBLE

nothing is more important than the preservation of our resources. At GROHE, sustainable
technology is a philosophy and an ambition that unites every individual in every department.
Our patented GROHE EcoJoy™ technology helps you save water effortlessly. And the
longevity of our GROHE SilkMove® faucets, which offer up to 20 years of maintenance-free
comfort and reliability, helps to save valuable resources at all draw-off points.
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IN BALANCE
WITH NATURE

We have a duty of care to our planet. We all need to be thoughtful about the environment
and about how we use precious resources – and none is more precious than water.
Our products help you do that, thanks to GROHE EcoJoy™ technology. Fitted in all our
product lines, GROHE EcoJoy™ makes our smart systems even smarter. With embedded
water-saving technology, these products help you care for the environment – effortlessly
and with no compromise on enjoyment. For example, the new GROHE SilkMove® ES
faucet technology uses the mid-lever position for cold water, saving energy by avoiding
unnecessary heating of water.
But that’s just one part of our commitment to sustainability. We’ve also introduced
GROHE Zero, our unique, industry-first commitment to using lead-free alloys in our
products.
GROHE Zero technology is a groundbreaking approach to manufacturing faucets, which
has allowed us to reduce the lead content in brass by 90%. Thanks to our experience and
expertise in production, and to the technical opportunities afforded by owning our own
furnaces, we can replace the lead previously used with metals like copper. This is good for
the environment, good for water quality and good for the longevity of our faucets; thanks
to GROHE Zero, our faucets are now five times more resistant to corrosion.
Sustainability is also at the heart of our production processes. We care about quality,
but when it comes to process, environmental and health and safety issues are also
important. We use brass from our own foundry, which allows us to use recycled material
internally. Thus, in GROHE factories, up to 99% of waste material is recycled, while
energy consumption is minimised and excess heat reused. On top of this, every factory
meets the highest quality standards, not only in process and product quality, but also in
relation to health and safety and to the environment. Our factories are continuously being
quality-checked by independent external certification bodies assessing quality (ISO 9001),
environmental impact (ISO 14001) and health and safety (OHSAS 18001).
At GROHE, we believe in sustainable technology: the technology we make, and the
technology we use to make it.
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HEART AND MIND

Our responsibility goes beyond environmental sustainability. With our products we try
to change behaviour. GROHE Blue® Water systems used in office kitchens reduce the
number of plastic water bottles and ensure employees always have access to filtered,
fresh chilled water whenever they are thirsty.
We are also serious about our corporate social responsibilities. We have launched key
initiatives which are changing people’s lives, such as the GROHE Jal Academy, in Mumbai,
India. There, in partnership with the don Bosco Mondo initiative, we have trained more
than 500 young people to become installation experts since 2009.
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GLOBAL
REsPONsIBILITIEs
We take our responsibilities as manufacturers very seriously. And, while technology such as
GROHE EcoJoy™ encourages efficient water usage, we like to go further.
For example, we have embarked on an innovative and successful programme with underprivileged
young people in Mumbai, India. There, the GROHE Jal Academy at the don Bosco Institute is
committed to training plumbers, giving them a skill which can become a lifelong vocation. What is
more, as part of this programme we took an active decision to participate in the local community.
That is why associates from GROHE have spent time living and working in the area of daravi.
Our involvement in these programmes was officially recognised in 2012, when GROHE was
awarded the prize for innovation from the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation
and development in Berlin.
Looking after people has to start at home. So we make sure our own associates work in a
healthy and safe environment in all GROHE plants. All of our major factories are certified
by TÜV nord, according to OHSAS 18001:2007, the world’s most recognised standard for
occupational health and safety management systems (OHSAS=Occupational Health and
Safety Assessment Series).
Our philosophy is simple: by working together with our associates, suppliers and partners we
create value through positive, longstanding relationships. Out of these relationships emerges
a responsible, long-lived and innovative business built on the “Pure Freude an Wasser”.
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GROHE
FaucEts

It’s a good feeling to cultivate your style and express your personality in all the things you
surround yourself with in life. But when your aspirations go beyond the norm, your choices
narrow. That’s why we’d like to present you our large selection of bathroom faucets that
reflect the latest in quality and technology.
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GROHE
FaucEts
Make a statement in your bathroom with a GROHE faucet. From
modern sculptural lines to traditional silhouettes, there’s a style
and shape to match every interior and budget. Like a fine piece
of jewellery or a luxury watch your choice of bathroom faucets
is a way of expressing your personal style and values. Not only
do they add a chic finishing touch, they are a focal point too.
Cool looks
Our exciting range of faucets comes in an amazing array
of styles, sizes and configurations. We have modern, linear
shapes to suit architectural spaces, contemporary styles for
family homes and traditional designs to enhance period-style
bathrooms. And with our different prices – there’s a style
to match every budget too. All of them are packed with the
latest technology for a lifetime of smooth operation and low
maintenance – one of the reasons why you’ll find GROHE
products in some of the world’s best hotels.
Perfect products
Thanks to GROHE’s unrivalled technologies – developed over the
past 70 years – dripping faucets and sudden surges of water are
no longer an issue. Our superior cartridge design incorporates
GROHE SilkMove® technology. The ceramic discs are made from a
space-proven ceramic alloy with a smooth mirror-like surface – for
smooth operation and an extra wide operating angle that enables
precise control of temperature change. While GROHE StarLight®
technology gives all our faucets a radiant life-long shine due to our
superior chromium finish.
Material gains
Basins made from materials such as glass, natural stone and
ceramics are now common place in the bathroom and can be
used to make a real style statement. Counter-mounted stone
bowls in marble and limestone will add a cool touch of organic
minimalism while a shallow rectangular tray is a perfect addition
to the ultra-modern home. Whether you require a small faucet
to fit a tiny corner basin or a three-hole mixer set with tall,
sculptural spout we have faucets to fit every basin permutation.
And it’s not just basins that benefit from GROHE’s unbeatable
technology and choice. Our bath faucets and bath/shower
mixers lend a coordinated look to your bathroom and come
with the added benefits of high flow rate and low noise level –
convenient, comfortable and blissfully quiet.

Our faucet ranges are available
in a number of styles to suit various
design needs.
Single-hole basin mixers
are available in two styles: one-hand mixers
– where waterflow and temperature are
operated together by one lever; and dual
lever – hot and cold water are controlled
independently.
Three-hole basin mixers
This set-up comprises two handles and a
central spout. They can be either deck- or
wall-mounted.
Pillar taps
These deliver either hot or cold water for
small guest bathrooms or representative
commercial construction – where space
and energy saving solutions are required.
Bath/shower mixers
Hot and cold water are mixed in one single
unit, a diverter valve allows the water to
be used for both the bath and the shower.
They can be either deck- or wall-mounted
or concealed.
Integrated bath solutions
Bath combinations are designed to be
integrated into the bath surround and come
complete with a hand shower. GROHE’s
Talentofill is a single discreet unit that
operates as a water inlet, overflow system
and pop-up waste control.

Basin mixer
23 127 000

Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 132
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GROHE
silKmOvE®
Smoothest handling for effortless precision and ultimate comfort for a lifetime.
Only GROHE mixers deliver the unique GROHE SilkMove® experience. The rich, smooth handling of our
single-lever mixers perfectly expresses the quality and superiority of our brand. The GROHE SilkMove®
cartridge delivers gradual and precise control of the water flow and temperature.
The cartridge is the centrepiece of every mixer and where the ceramic discs are located. They are made
from a space-proven ceramic alloy, one gliding over the other with utmost precision. The polished
mirror-like surface of the discs is then coated with a special lubricant with Teflon® technology for frictionfree performance. The lever handle of the mixer is connected to the discs by a solid brass element for
maximum strength and durability. It is essential that the machining and quality of these precision parts
are of the highest standards, so that they deliver unrivalled performance.
GROHE is one of the world’s leading faucet manufacturers and one of a few worldwide that manufacture
their own advanced cartridges. Our cartridges are designed to withstand years of use – for a lifetime of
maintenance-free operation.
In a large-scale endurance test for single-lever mixers, Germany’s TÜv SÜD examined the mechanical
wear of products of nine renowned international manufacturers. Among the aspects tested were the
operating forces in the movement of the lever, the breakaway torque after an extended rest period, the
operating precision and the tightness. The result: GROHE is the clear test winner.

Force (Newton)

Our extra-wide GROHE SilkMove® operating angle.

Time (20 years)
The special ceramic discs and Teflon® technology
in GROHE SilkMove® cartridges ensure a lifetime
of effortless precision.

GROHE SilkMove® guarantees smoothness of
operation as on day one – even after 20 years.
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GROHE
silKmOvE® Es

NEW

The intelligent combination of energy saving and effortless water control.
GROHE SilkMove® ES technology not only offers a unique smoothness of operation, but also encourages
responsible management of energy and water. In cold-water mode and positioned mid-lever, the ES
technology springs into life. This eliminates opening the faucet in the mixed hot-and-cold water mode,
saving energy by avoiding the unnecessary heating of water for daily rituals like cleaning your teeth or
washing your hands.
Eurosmart
When you need hot water, the wide operating angle of the lever ensures that, by moving it up to
90 degrees left of the mid position, the flow of water is ultra-responsive and precise, giving you total
control over temperature and water flow.
GROHE SilkMove® ES technology is a harmonious marriage of design and technology, delivering
an enhanced water experience whilst encouraging responsible management of precious resources.

Eurocosmo

Eurostyle Cosmopolitan

Essence

Eurodisc Cosmopolitan

Force (Newton)

using the mid-lever position for cold water,
GROHE SilkMove® ES reduces wastage of
hot water, saving precious water and energy.

Time (20 years)
The special ceramic discs and Teflon® technology
in GROHE SilkMove® cartridges ensure a lifetime
of effortless precision.

GROHE SilkMove® guarantees smoothness of
operation as on day one – even after 20 years.
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GROHE
cOsmOpOlitan

Basin mixer
32 632 000

4-hole bath combination
19 579 000

Finish
Chrome

Refined and honest, Cosmopolitan faucets are a meticulous balance of design and functionality.
Influenced by modern architecture, they fuse bold geometric shapes with advanced engineering.

GROHE QuADRA

GROHE LINEARE

GROHE EuROCuBE

52

60

68

GROHE TEnSO

GROHE ESSEnCE

GROHE CONCETTO

76

80

88

GROHE EuRODISC
COSMOpOLITAn

GROHE EuROSTyLE
COSMOpOLITAn

GROHE EuROCOSMO

GROHE unIvERSAL

94

102

106

112

Accessories
see page 134
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GROHE
QuadRa

The Quadra single-lever mixers capture the clear structures of modern architecture. The
attention to detail maintains the purity of the Quadra design while delivering comfort to the
user and clarity to the bathing space.
Featuring an ergonomically loop-shaped lever, the streamlined profile of Quadra makes
a bold iconic statement. Soft radii reflect a move towards products that adhere to a
Minimalist aesthetic, but bring a human element to the spaces in which they are used.

Basin mixer
32 632 000

Shower mixer with shower system
19 455 000 + 27 058 000

4-hole bath combination
19 579 000

Wall plate
38 732 000

Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 134
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GROHE
QuadRa
GROHE SilkMove® technology, for precise control over water temperature and flow, enhances the
ergonomic design of Quadra’s loop handle. A choice of various basin faucets is supplemented by
bath and shower mixers – all finished with GROHE StarLight®, our refined chrome surface.
A choice of faucet styles and mounting options ensures there’s a faucet to match the latest basin
designs. For reduced water consumption, a GROHE EcoJoy™ variant perfectly illustrates that it is
possible to combine great design with a respect for natural resources.

000
GROHE StarLight® Chrome

LS0
Moon White

KS0
Velvet Black
Basin mixer
32 631 000

NEW

Finish
Chrome
Accessories
see page 134

123

32 632 000
Basin mixer Piccolo

123

32 631 000
Basin mixer

23

23 297 000
Basin mixer
high spout

20 306 000
3-hole basin mixer

32 631 00E
Basin mixer with GROHE EcoJoyTM

23

32 636 000
Bidet mixer

123

19 479 000
Basin mixer
wall mounted

123

32 633 000
Basin mixer
for free-standing basins

23

20 307 000
3-hole basin mixer
high spout

32 635 000
concealed body
1

GROHE
SilkMove®

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
EcoJoy™

2

3

Basin mixer
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GROHE
QuadRa
Bath/shower mixer
with shower set
32 639 000
Finish
Chrome
Accessories
see page 134

24

38 732 000
Skate Cosmopolitan
Wall plate for dual ﬂush

32 637 000
Shower mixer

25

25

32 639 000
Bath/shower mixer
with shower wall holder set
Sena Stick hand shower
non-adjustable wall holder

19 579 000
Bath combination
29 037 000
Base frame (optional)

34 274 000
Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan
Thermostatic shower mixer

19 455 000
Shower trim set
35 501 000
Rapido E
33 964 000
concealed body

19 456 000
Bath/shower trim set
35 501 000
Rapido E
33 963 000
concealed body

136

34 276 000
Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
EcoJoy™

Basin mixer

19 567 000
Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan
Thermostatic bath/shower trim set
35 500 000
Rapido T

1

GROHE
SilkMove®

19 568 000
Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan
Thermostatic shower trim set
35 500 000
Rapido T

125

125

32 638 000
Bath/shower mixer

136

125

125

2

3

4

27 469 000
Shower system Rainshower®
F-Series 10“
with thermostat
hand shower Sena Stick
9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™
5

6

Thermostats
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GROHE QuadRa
cOnFiGuRatiOn

upGRadE OptiOns

BASIN
23 297 000
19 479 000
20 307 000
32 635 000

BATH & ADDITIONAL PRODUCT
Basin mixer high spout
Basin mixer wall mounted
3-hole basin mixer
Concealed body for 19 479 000

BASIN COLLECTION

BATH & SHOWER COLLECTION

WALL/HEAD SHOWER

32 631 000

32 638 000
28 347 000

27 286 000

Basin mixer

Bath/shower mixer
Sena shower Set

19 568 000
35 500 000

Rainshower® F-Series
20“ Ceiling Shower
508 x 508 mm
Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan
Thermostatic shower mixer
Rapido T thermostatic mixer

19 579 000
29 037 000

4-hole bath combination
Base frame (optional)

SHOWER SYSTEM
27 469 000

Rainshower® F-Series Shower System
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GROHE
linEaRE

Clean and contemporary, Lineare faucets are a softer take on the stark, reduced lines of
Minimalism. A cylindrical body enhances the radial profiles of the lever and spout, resulting
in a distinctive collection of bathroom faucets.

Basin mixer
32 250 000

Bath/shower mixer with shower set
33 850 000

Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 134
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GROHE
linEaRE
Visual stability is achieved through the parallel geometries of the spout and lever and is highlighted
by the GROHE StarLight® chrome finish, while GROHE SilkMove® technology ensures precise and
smooth control of water flow and temperature.

Basin mixer
32 114 000

NEW

Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 134

123

32 109 000
Basin mixer Piccolo

123

32 114 000
Basin mixer
32 114 00E
with GROHE EcoJoy™

123

33 848 000
Bidet mixer

20 304 000
3-hole basin mixer

23 296 000
Basin mixer
high spout

123

19 409 000
Basin mixer
wall mounted
32 635 000
concealed body

123

32 250 000
Basin mixer
for free-standing basins

20 305 000
3-hole basin mixer
high spout

1

GROHE
SilkMove®

GROHE
StarLight®

Basin mixer

2

3

6
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GROHE
linEaRE
Bath/shower mixer
with shower set
33 850 000
Finish
Chrome
Accessories
see page 134

37

38 732 000
Skate Cosmopolitan
Wall plate for dual ﬂush

145

33 865 000
Shower mixer

145

33 850 000
Bath/shower mixer
with shower wall holder set
Sena Stick hand shower
non-adjustable wall holder

19 577 000
Bath combination
29 037 000
Base frame (optional)

34 274 000
Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan
Thermostatic shower mixer

19 296 000
Shower trim set
35 501 000
Rapido E
33 964 000
concealed body

145

33 849 000
Bath/shower mixer

34 276 000
Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

19 297 000
Bath/shower trim set
35 501 000
Rapido E
33 963 000
concealed body

GROHE
StarLight®

Basin mixer

Thermostats

19 467 000
Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan
Thermostatic shower trim set
35 500 000
Rapido T

268

145

1

GROHE
SilkMove®

268

145

2

3

19 468 000
Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan
Thermostatic bath/shower trim set
35 500 000
Rapido T

4

5

6

28 347 000
Sena
shower set
900 mm

7

8

6
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GROHE linEaRE
cOnFiGuRatiOn

upGRadE OptiOns

BASIN
23 296 000
19 409 000
20 304 000
32 635 000

BASIN COLLECTION

BATH & SHOWER COLLECTION

32 114 000

33 849 000
28 347 000

Basin mixer

Bath/shower mixer
Sena shower Set

BATH & ADDITIONAL PRODUCT
Basin mixer high spout
Basin mixer wall mounted
3-hole basin mixer
Concealed body for 19 409 000

WALL/HEAD SHOWER
28 368 000
28 576 000

19 296 000
35 501 000

Rainshower® Modern
Head Shower 210 mm
Shower arm
metal
projection 286 mm
Shower trim set
Rapido E single lever mixer (concealed installation)

19 577 000
29 037 000

4-hole bath combination
Base frame (optional)

SHOWER SYSTEM
27 032 001

Rainshower® Shower System
with Sena hand shower
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GROHE
EuROcubE

For a sharp, tailored look in your bathroom choose Eurocube. Here is a design so cleverly
engineered that we are able to offer an extensive choice of faucets featuring true square
design for the basin, bidet, shower and bath. Across the range, cut-out detailing on the
lever handles reduces the perceived volume of each piece, while highlighting the minimalist
appeal of the collection.

Basin mixer
23 127 000

Bath/shower mixer with shower set
23 141 000

Head Shower
27 705 000

Shower arm
27 488 000

Bath/shower trim set
19 896 000

Shower set
27 702 000

Shower outlet elbow
27 704 000

Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 132
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GROHE
EuROcubE
perfectly aligned to the design needs of today’s cosmopolitan consumers, Eurocube offers cuttingedge, geometric styling at an unbeatable price. At the same time it benefits from two leading
GROHE technologies: GROHE SilkMove® – for smooth and comfortable operation of single lever
mixers and GROHE StarLight® – our resilient chrome finish.

12

23 137 000
Pillar tap
with GROHE EcoJoyTM

12

12

23 135 000
Basin mixer
23 135 00E
Basin mixer
with GROHE EcoJoyTM

23 127 000
Basin mixer
23 127 00E
Basin mixer
with GROHE EcoJoyTM

Basin mixer
23 135 000
Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 132

12

12

23 138 000
Bidet mixer

20 351 000
3-hole basin mixer

12

23 136 000
Basin mixer
for freestanding basins

12

19 895 000
2-hole basin mixer
wall mounted
23 200 000
concealed body

12

40 564 000
Bottle trap

40 565 000
Waste set

22 012 000
Angle valve

1

GROHE
SilkMove®

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
QuickFix®

2

Basin mixer
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GROHE
EuROcubE
Head Shower + Shower arm
27 705 000 + 27 488 000
Bath/shower trim set
19 896 000
Shower set
27 702 000
Shower outlet elbow
27 704 000
34

Finish
Chrome

19 910 000
Stop valve trim

38 732 000
Skate Cosmopolitan
Wall plate for dual ﬂush

13 304 000
Bath spout with diverter
13 303 000
Bath spout

Accessories
see page 132

12

NEW

34

19 897 000
Bath combination
29 037 000
Base frame (optional)

23 145 000 + 18 541 000
Shower mixer with tray

34

23 141 000
Bath/shower mixer with
shower wall holder set
Euphoria Cube hand shower
non-adjustable wall holder

34

34

19 898 000
Shower trim set
35 501 000
Rapido E
33 964 000
concealed body

34

34

23 140 000
Bath/shower mixer

19 896 000
Bath/shower trim set
35 501 000
Rapido E
33 963 000
concealed body

3

27 700 000
Euphoria Cube
Shower set with hand shower stick
rail 900 mm
27 701 000
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™
1

GROHE
SilkMove®

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
QuickFix®

2

23 147 000
Shower system 152
with Eurocube single-lever mixer
Euphoria Cube head shower
152 x 152 mm

3

4

Basin mixer
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GROHE EuROcubE
cOnFiGuRatiOn

upGRadE OptiOns

BASIN
23 135 000
18 985 000
20 351 000
23 136 000
23 200 000

BATH & ADDITIONAL PRODUCT
Basin mixer high spout
Basin mixer wall mounted
3-hole basin mixer
Basin mixer for freestanding basins
Concealed body for 18 985 000

BASIN COLLECTION

BATH & SHOWER COLLECTION

WALL/HEAD SHOWER

23 127 000

23 140 000
27 770 000

27 705 000
27 709 000

Basin mixer

Bath/shower mixer
Euphoria Cube
Shower set

19 898 000
35 501 000

Head shower Cube 150
Ceiling shower arm
metal
projection 286 mm
Shower trim set
Rapido E single lever mixer (concealed installation)

19 897 000
29 037 000

4-hole bath combination
Base frame (optional)

SHOWER SYSTEM
23 147 000

Eurocube
Shower System
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GROHE
tEnsO

A bold and striking fusion of straight and curved cylinders, Tenso expresses
a contemporary signature through the parallelism of its lever and spout.
With its ergonomic design, the faucet’s curved lever benefits from GROHE SilkMove®
technology, for smooth and effortless control of water flow and temperature.
GROHE StarLight® – our luxurious chrome finish – highlights Tenso’s cylindrical
form, while providing a lifelong permanent shine.

Basin mixer
33 347 000

Shower system
27 032 001

Bath combination
19 153 000

Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 136
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GROHE
tEnsO

13

33 347 000
Basin mixer

32 427 000
Basin mixer
for free-standing basins

19 289 000
Basin mixer
wall mounted
33 769 000
concealed body

33 348 000
Bidet mixer

19 051 000
Shower trim set
35 501 000
Rapido E
33 964 000
concealed body

34 027 000
Thermostatic shower mixer

19 402 000
Thermostatic shower trim set
35 500 000
Rapido T

38 765 000
Nova Cosmopolitan
Wall plate for dual ﬂush

Basin mixer
33 347 000
Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 136

245

19 801 000
Concealed valve
exposed part

13 135 000
Bath spout

19 153 000
Bath combination
33 341 000
Base frame

33 349 000
Bath/shower mixer

19 050 000
Bath/shower trim set
35 501 000
Rapido E
33 963 000
concealed body

34 026 000
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

19 403 000
Thermostatic bath/shower trim set
35 500 000
Rapido T

1

GROHE
SilkMove®

GROHE
StarLight®

Basin mixer

2

3

27 738 000
Shower Set with hand shower
Power&Soul™ 130
rail 900 mm
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

4

5

Thermostats
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GROHE
EssEncE

Balanced and poised, Essence studies the purity of the cylindrical form – reflecting
the modern styling of Cosmopolitan interiors. Through the controlled use of a single
shape, its fluid profile features GROHE StarLight® technology for a radiant shine, while
GROHE SilkMove® technology allows effortless operation of the ergonomic lever handle.

Basin mixer
33 562 000

4 hole bath combination
19 578 000

Shower mixer + shower set
33 636 000 + 27 368 000

Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 134
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GROHE
EssEncE
A choice of three styles of basin faucet ensures that Essence is a practical addition to the
bathroom. uniting Minimalism with comfort, the collection includes a basin mixer with high
L-shaped spout that features a wide swivel action. Or choose the GROHE SilkMove® ES
model and combine effortless water control with energy saving.

NEW

33 562 000
Basin mixer
33 562 00E
with GROHE EcoJoyTM
23 368 00E
with GROHE SilkMove® ES

32 898 000
Basin mixer, slim
32 898 00E
with GROHE EcoJoyTM

32 628 000
Basin mixer

19 408 000
Basin mixer
wall mounted
33 769 000
concealed body

32 901 000
Basin mixer, slim
for free-standing basins

32 247 000
Basin mixer
for free-standing basins

Basin mixer
32 628 000
Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 134

20 296 000
3-hole basin mixer
20 299 000
high spout

1

33 603 000
Bidet mixer

32 935 000
Bidet mixer, slim

36 252 000
Essence E
Infra-red electronic basin tap
230 V, wall mounted
36 264 000
Roughing-in Set

1

36 092 000
Essence E
Infra-red electronic basin mixer
battery
with mixing device

1

GROHE
SilkMove®

GROHE
SilkMove® ES

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
EcoJoy™

Basin mixer

Thermostats
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GROHE
EssEncE
Bath/shower mixer
+ shower set
33 624 000 + 27 369 000
Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 134

12

13 281 001
Bath spout with diverter
13 280 001
Bath spout

38 765 000
Nova Cosmopolitan
Wall plate for dual ﬂush

123

33 636 000
Shower mixer

19 286 000
Shower trim set
35 501 000
Rapido E
33 964 000
concealed body

34 274 000
Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan
Thermostatic shower mixer

19 467 000
Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan
Thermostatic shower trim set
35 500 000
Rapido T

NEW

123

19 578 000
Bath combination
29 037 000
Base frame (optional)

33 628 000
Bath/shower mixer with shower
wall holder set, New Tempesta
Cosmopolitan 100 hand shower III
9.5 l/min GROHE EcoJoy™
non-adjustable wall holder

33 624 000
Bath/shower mixer

19 285 000
Bath/shower trim set
35 501 000
Rapido E
33 963 000
concealed body

34 276 000
Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

19 468 000
Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan
Thermostatic bath/shower trim set
35 500 000
Rapido T

1

GROHE
SilkMove®

GROHE
SilkMove® ES

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
EcoJoy™

Basin mixer

27 368 000
Euphoria Cosmopolitan
Shower set with hand shower stick
rail 900mm
soap dish

2

3

Thermostats
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GROHE EssEncE
cOnFiGuRatiOn

upGRadE OptiOns

BASIN
32 628 000
19 408 000
20 299 000
33 769 000

BASIN COLLECTION

BATH & SHOWER COLLECTION

32 898 000

33 624 000
27 577 000

Basin mixer, slim

Bath/shower mixer
New Tempesta Cosmopolitan
shower set IV

BATH & ADDITIONAL PRODUCT
Basin mixer high spout
Basin mixer wall mounted
3-hole basin mixer
Concealed body for 19 408 000

WALL/HEAD SHOWER
28 368 000
28 576 000

19 286 000
35 501 000

Rainshower® Modern
Head Shower 210 mm
Shower arm
metal
projection 286 mm
Shower trim set
Rapido E single lever mixer (concealed installation)

19 578 000
29 037 000

4-hole bath combination
Base frame (optional)

SHOWER SYSTEM
27 473 000

Euphoria shower system
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GROHE
cOncEttO

uncompromisingly cosmopolitan in its approach, the dynamic and confident stance of
Concetto makes it the perfect choice for the modern bathroom. Cylindrical forms in varying
dimensions unite to create an individual aesthetic, while chamfered edges provide refined
detailing across the entire range.

Basin mixer
32 204 001

Bath combination
19 576 001

Shower mixer with tray
32 210 001 + 18 391 001

Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 134
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GROHE
cOncEttO
Like all GROHE collections, Concetto is an unbeatable mix of design and performance. The
asymmetric design of the exposed bath and shower mixers has a unique appeal – their individual
good looks further highlighted by our GROHE StarLight® chrome finish. Smooth and precise control
of water delivery comes in the form of GROHE SilkMove®, our leading cartridge technology, while
user-comfort is further enhanced by the angled mousseur.

Basin mixer
32 629 001
Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 134

1234

32 207 001
Pillar tap
with GROHE EcoJoyTM

1234

32 629 001
Basin mixer

1234

32 204 001
Basin mixer

32 204 10E
Basin mixer
with GROHE EcoJoyTM

1234

20 216 001
3-hole basin mixer
high spout

1234

19 575 001
Basin mixer
wall-mounted
32 635 000
concealed body

1

GROHE
SilkMove®

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
QuickFix®

1234

1234

32 208 001
Bidet mixer

2

3

4

Basin mixer
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GROHE
cOncEttO
Bath combination
19 576 001
Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 134

167

13 281 001
Bath spout with diverter
13 280 001
Bath spout

1467

32 210 001 + 18 391 001
Shower mixer with tray

167

19 576 001
Bath combination
29 037 000
Base frame (optional)

1467

32 210 001
Shower mixer

1467

32 212 001
Bath/shower mixer with shower wall
holder set, Euphoria Cosmopolitan
hand shower stick
9.5 l/min GROHE EcoJoy™
non-adjustable

1467

19 345 001
Shower trim set
35 501 000
Rapido E
33 964 000
concealed body

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
QuickFix®

Basin mixer

3

1467

19 346 001
Bath/shower trim set
35 501 000
Rapido E
33 963 000
concealed body
1

GROHE
SilkMove®

3

34 065 000
Grohtherm 1000 Cosmopolitan
Thermostatic shower mixer

1467

32 211 001
Bath/shower mixer

25

38 765 000
Nova Cosmopolitan
Wall plate for dual ﬂush

34 215 000
Grohtherm 1000 Cosmopolitan
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

2

3

4

5

1

23 061 001
Shower system 180
with Concetto single-lever mixer,
Euphoria Cosmopolitan
hand shower stick
9.5 l/min GROHE EcoJoy™
6

7





Thermostats
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GROHE
EuROdisc
cOsmOpOlitan

With its crisp profile and wide choice of mixer styles, Eurodisc Cosmopolitan ensures advanced
performance for the most design-conscious consumers. Look closer and you will start to appreciate
the finer details – a forward-leaning body to entice interaction and perfectly chamfered edges.
Naturally, the collection benefits from two leading GROHE technologies: GROHE SilkMove®,
for smooth and precise handling and GROHE StarLight®, for a deep luxurious chrome finish.
GROHE Eurodisc Cosmopolitan produced with GROHE Zero – the unique new alloy from GROHE
with 90% less lead than a standard faucet and five times more resistant to corrosion.

Basin mixer
33 190 002

4-hole bath combination
19 574 002

Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 134
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GROHE
EuROdisc cOsmOpOlitan
The Eurodisc Cosmopolitan design is characterised by a self-assured posture and accurately
detailed lines. The extensive range comprises numerous highlights for all needs and all draw-off
points. While the generous span of the faucet offers a lot of space for comfortable hand washing,
Eurodisc Cosmopolitan also has a lot to offer for shower and bathtub installations. As well as
single-lever shower mixers for concealed and exposed installation, the portfolio even includes
a complete shower system. The faucets are complemented by a soap and shower gel shelf which
is designed to sit neatly on the exposed shower mixer.
The basin mixer variant features GROHE SilkMove® ES. This highly efficient cartridge technology
allows user to save water and energy while offering a fully unique smoothness of operation.

Basin mixer
33 190 002

NEW

Finish
Chrome
Accessories
see page 134

1

1

33 190 002
Basin mixer

23 051 002
Pillar tap
with GROHE EcoJoy™

33 190 20E
Basin mixer
with GROHE EcoJoy™

1

1

23 054 002
Basin mixer

1

20 214 002
3-hole basin mixer

23 384 20E
Basin mixer
with GROHE SilkMove® ES

1

1

19 573 002
Basin mixer
wall-mounted
32 635 000
concealed body

33 244 002
Bidet mixer

1

GROHE
Zero

GROHE
SilkMove®

GROHE
SilkMove® ES

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
QuickFix®

Basin mixer
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GROHE
EuROdisc cOsmOpOlitan
Bath mixer
with shower set
33 395 002
Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 134

1

13 279 002
Bath spout with diverter
13 278 002
Bath spout

38 844 000
Arena Cosmopolitan
Wall plate for dual ﬂush

NEW

1

33 569 002 + 18 349 L02
Shower mixer with tray

1

2

19 354 001
Grohtherm 2000 New
Thermostatic shower trim set
35 500 000
Rapido T

34 169 001
Grohtherm 2000 New
Thermostatic shower mixer

19 549 002
Shower trim set
35 501 000
Rapido E
33 964 000
concealed body

NEW

1

1

19 574 002
Bath combination
29 037 000
Base frame (optional)

33 395 002
Bath/shower mixer
with shower wall holder set
Euphoria 110 Champagne
9.5 l/min GROHE EcoJoy™
non-adjustable wall holder

1

33 390 002
Bath/shower mixer

1

19 548 002
Bath/shower trim set
35 501 000
Rapido E
33 963 000
concealed body

NEW

NEW

1

2

34 174 001
Grohtherm 2000 New
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

19 355 001
Grohtherm 2000 New
Thermostatic bath/shower trim set
35 500 000
Rapido T

23 058 002
Shower system 180
with Eurodisc Cosmopolitan
single-lever mixer
Euphoria Cosmopolitan hand shower
stick, 9.5 l/min GROHE EcoJoy™
1

GROHE
Zero

GROHE
SilkMove®

GROHE
SilkMove® ES

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
QuickFix®

Basin mixer

2

Thermostats
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GROHE EuROdisc cOsmOpOlitan
cOnFiGuRatiOn

upGRadE OptiOns

BASIN
23 054 002
19 573 002
20 214 002
32 635 000

BATH & ADDITIONAL PRODUCT
Basin mixer high spout
Basin mixer wall mounted
3-hole basin mixer
Concealed body for 19 573 002

BASIN COLLECTION

BATH & SHOWER COLLECTION

WALL/HEAD SHOWER

33 190 002

33 390 002
27 232 001

28 368 000

Basin mixer

Bath/shower mixer
Euphoria Champagne
Shower set

28 576 000

19 549 002
35 501 000

Rainshower® Modern
Head Shower 210 mm
Shower arm
metal
projection 286 mm
Shower trim set
Rapido E single lever mixer (concealed installation)

19 574 002
29 037 000

4-hole bath combination
Base frame (optional)

SHOWER SYSTEM
23 058 002

Eurodisc Cosmopolitan
Shower System
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GROHE
EuROstylE
cOsmOpOlitan

Featuring a distinctive keyhole-shaped lever handle pitched at the inviting angle of seven degrees, Eurostyle
Cosmopolitan offers a unique design proposal for the modern bathroom. utilizing an astute mix of simple
curves and flowing forms, the collection benefits from GROHE SilkMove® technology to ensure handling of
your bathroom faucets is always a smooth, precise and comfortable experience – even after years of daily
use. Additionally the basin mixer is equipped with the GROHE SilkMove® ES cartridge technology combining
effortless water control with energy saving.
With an extensive line up of products, all finished in GROHE StarLight® chrome, everybody can benefit
from leading GROHE design. product choices include a 4-hole bath combination and a single-lever shower
mixer with an innovative storage shelf – ensuring showering products are always close to hand.

Basin mixer
33 552 002

Bath mixer with shower set
33 592 002

Shower mixer with tray
33 590 002 + 18 383 002

Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 134
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GROHE
EuROstylE cOsmOpOlitan
NEW

23 039 002
Pillar tap
with GROHE EcoJoyTM

33 552 002
Basin mixer
23 374 20E
with GROHE SilkMove® ES

33 552 20E
Basin mixer
with GROHE EcoJoy™

23 043 002
Basin mixer

20 208 002
3-hole basin mixer

19 571 002
Basin mixer
wall-mounted
32 635 000
concealed body

13 277 002
Bath spout with diverter
13 276 002
Bath spout

38 844 000
Arena Cosmopolitan
Wall plate for dual ﬂush

Basin mixer
33 552 002
Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 134

1

33 565 002
Bidet mixer

33 590 002 + 18 383 002
Shower mixer with tray

19 507 002
Shower trim set
35 501 000
Rapido E
33 964 000
concealed body

34 065 000
Grohtherm 1000 Cosmopolitan
Thermostatic shower mixer

NEW

1

23 048 002
Bath combination
29 037 000
Base frame (optional)

33 592 002
Bath/shower mixer
with shower wall holder set
New Tempesta Cosmopolitan 100
hand shower II
5.7 l/min GROHE EcoJoy™

33 591 002
Bath/shower mixer

19 506 002
Bath/shower trim set
35 501 000
Rapido E
33 963 000
concealed body

34 215 000
Grohtherm 1000 Cosmopolitan
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

27 577 000
New Tempesta
Shower set with hand shower IV
rail 600 mm
9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™
GROHE EasyReach™
1




GROHE
SilkMove®

GROHE
SilkMove® ES

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
QuickFix®

Basin mixer

Thermostats
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GROHE
EuROscOsmO

Reflecting the core values of Minimalism, Eurocosmo is the modern favorite in the bathroom.
Finished in sparkling GROHE StarLight® chrome, the conical transition from the faucet body
to the lever handle conveys a refined form without sacrificing solidity.

Basin mixer
32 825 000

Bath/shower mixer with shower set
32 832 000

Shower mixer/tray with shower set
32 837 000 + 18 349 000 + 27 368 000

Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 134
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GROHE
EuROcOsmO
An extensive line up of products brings architectural design preferences to a wider audience and
offers six styles of basin faucet to complement the latest bathroom ceramics. product choices
include high- and medium-high spouts as well as electronic control-device for excellent user
comfort. The lozenge-shaped lever handle is pitched at an angle of seven degrees and benefits from
GROHE SilkMove® – our superior cartridge technology, which delivers lifelong smooth handling
across the collection. The basin mixer variant also features GROHE SilkMove® ES. This technology
not only offers a unique smoothness of operation, but also encourages responsible management
of energy and water.

12

32 825 000
Basin mixer

NEW

12

32 825 00E
Basin mixer
with GROHE EcoJoyTM

NEW

NEW

12

12

23 377 00E
Basin mixer
with GROHE SilkMove® ES

23 325 000
Basin mixer
medium height
with GROHE EcoJoy™

Basin mixer
23 325 000
Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 134

12

32 839 000
Bidet mixer

12

12

20 187 000
3-hole basin mixer

19 381 000
Basin mixer
wall mounted
32 635 000
concealed body

32 830 000
Basin mixer

36 335 SD0
Eurosmart Cosmopolitan E
Infra-red electronic basin tap
230 V, short spout
36 336 000
concealed box

36 334 SD0
Eurosmart Cosmopolitan E
Infra-red electronic basin tap
230 V, long spout
36 336 000
concealed box

36 315 000
Eurosmart Cosmopolitan E
Infra-red electronic basin tap
230 V, mixing device
36 339 000
concealed box

3

36 327 000
Eurosmart Cosmopolitan E
Infra-red electronic basin mixer
battery, with mixing device
36 325 000
230 V

1

GROHE
SilkMove®

GROHE
SilkMove® ES

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
QuickFix®

2

3

Basin mixer
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GROHE
EuROcOsmO
Bath/shower mixer
32 832 000
Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 134

38 844 000
Arena Cosmopolitan
Wall plate for dual ﬂush

13 262 000
Bath spout with diverter
13 261 002
Bath spout

32 837 000 + 18 349 000
Shower mixer with tray

32 832 000
Bath/shower mixer
with shower wall holder set
Euphoria Cosmopolitan
hand shower stick
non-adjustable wall holder

19 383 000
Shower trim set
35 501 000
Rapido E
33 964 000
concealed body

23

23

32 831 000
Bath/shower mixer

1

23

23

34 065 000
Grohtherm 1000 Cosmopolitan
Thermostatic shower mixer

1

23

19 382 000
Bath/shower trim set
35 501 000
Rapido E
33 963 000
concealed body

34 215 000
Grohtherm 1000 Cosmopolitan
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

1

GROHE
SilkMove®

GROHE
SilkMove® ES

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
QuickFix®

Basin mixer

Thermostats

27 368 000
Euphoria Cosmopolitan
Shower set with hand shower stick
rail 900mm
soap dish

2

3
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GROHE
univERsal
Reduced to the essentials, the universal pillar Tap is the stylish and economical solution for guest
bathrooms with a single-source supply of cold or pre-heated water.
Its slender, understated design and universal appeal complements all Cosmopolitan and
Contemporary faucet lines, while the customary faucet lever or handle is replaced with a simple
twist of the end of the spout.
Finished in GROHE StarLight® chrome, the collection offers a choice of four designs to meet the
requirements of your installation. Choose from deck-mounted with either a C-shaped or 7º spout,
or wall-mounted with a choice of 105 mm or 185 mm spout projection – to accommodate a range
of basin styles.

Universal pillar tap
20 202 000
Finish
Chrome
Accessories
see page 134

GROHE
StarLight®

20 201 000
Universal pillar tap
with GROHE EcoJoy™

20 202 000
Universal pillar tap
with GROHE EcoJoy™

20 203 000
Universal pillar tap
with GROHE EcoJoy™

20 205 000
Universal pillar tap
with GROHE EcoJoy™

GROHE
EcoJoy™
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GROHE
CONtEmpORaRy

Contemporary-style design unites clean looks and
practical features to create an inviting bathroom
perfect for families.

GROHE EuROpLus

GROHE EuROsmaRt

116

122

GROHE COsta L

124

Basin mixer
32 612 002

Bath mixer with shower set
33 547 002

Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 134
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GROHE
EuROplus
With its delicate balance of contemporary aesthetics and superior ergonomics, Europlus brings
comfort and clarity to the bathroom environment. sculpted lines bring a timeless appeal to the
design, its form accentuated by GROHE StarLight® technology – our pristine chrome finish.
Finished with a parabolic detail and set at an incline of seven degrees, the lever handle features
GROHE SilkMove® technology for comfortable and precise water control.
a classic within its sector, the timeless design of Europlus makes it a versatile and great-value
faucet. the enduring aesthetic appeal ensures that every detail has been carefully considered,
from the coordinated lift-rod to the tapering spout. Its universal appeal enables Europlus to work
in a variety of bathroom settings, while a low-pressure basin faucet ensures compatibility with
all plumbing arrangements. For a water-efficient bathroom, Europlus is also available with
GROHE EcoJoy™.

Basin mixer
32 612 002
Finish
Chrome
Accessories
see page 134

1

33 156 002
Basin mixer Piccolo

1

32 612 002
Basin mixer

1

32 612 00E
Basin mixer
with GROHE EcoJoy™

1

32 618 002
Basin mixer
for freestanding basins

1

33 155 002
Basin mixer
with pull out spout

1

20 301 000
3-hole basin mixer

1

33 241 002
Bidet mixer

1




GROHE
Zero

GROHE
SilkMove®

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
QuickFix®

Basin mixer
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GROHE
EuROplus
Bath/shower mixer
33 547 002
Finish
Chrome
Accessories
see page 134

38 505 000
Skate Air
Wall plate for dual ﬂush

3

33 577 002
Shower mixer

3

19 537 002
Shower trim set
35 501 000
Rapido E
33 964 000
concealed body

124

34 274 000
Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan
Thermostatic shower mixer

19 467 000
Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan
Thermostatic shower trim set
35 500 000
Rapido T

NEW

3

33 547 002
Bath/shower mixer
with shower wall holder set
Euphoria 110 Champagne
9.5 l/min GROHE EcoJoy™
non-adjustable wall holder

33 553 002
Bath/shower mixer

3

19 536 002
Bath/shower trim set
35 501 000
Rapido E
33 963 000
concealed body

12

34 276 000
Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

19 468 000
Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan
Thermostatic bath/shower trim set
35 500 000
Rapido T

1

2

27 227 001
Euphoria 110
Shower set
with hand shower Champagne
rail 900 mm
GROHE EasyReach™ tray
3

4





GROHE
Zero

GROHE
SilkMove®

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
QuickFix®

Basin mixer

thermostats
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GROHE EuROplus
CONFIGuRatION

upGRaDE OptIONs

BASIN
33 155 002
20 301 000

Basin mixer with pull out spout
3-hole basin mixer

BASIN COLLECTION

BATH & SHOWER COLLECTION

WALL/HEAD SHOWER

32 612 002

33 553 002
27 232 001

27 491 000

Basin mixer

Bath/shower mixer
Shower set Euphoria
Champagne 600 mm

28 576 000

19 537 002
35 501 000

Euphoria Cosmopolitan
head shower 180 mm
Shower arm
metal
projection 286 mm
Shower trim set
Rapido E single lever mixer (concealed installation)

SHOWER SYSTEM
27 296 001

Euphoria Shower System
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GROHE
EuROsmaRt
Featuring a solid metal handle and forward-leaning dynamic lines, Eurosmart is the perfect addition to
all contemporary bathroom settings, including three-hole basin mixer and medium-high spout matching
all type of washbasin. This high-quality faucet incorporates GROHE SilkMove® for smooth handling and
GROHE StarLight® chrome for a lifelong shine. The basin mixer also features GROHE SilkMove® ES. This
cartridge technology combines energy-saving features and effortless water control.

NEW

NEW

NEW

32 925 001
Basin mixer
32 925 00E
with GROHE EcoJoy™
23 371 10E
with GROHE SilkMove® ES

23 322 001
Basin mixer
medium height
with GROHE EcoJoy™

20 293 000
3-hole basin mixer

32 929 001
Bidet mixer

33 555 001
Shower mixer

19 451 001
Shower trim set
35 501 000
Rapido E
33 964 000
concealed body

33 300 001
Bath/shower mixer

19 450 001
Bath/shower trim set
35 501 000
Rapido E
33 963 000
concealed body

38 862 000
Skate
Wall plate for dual ﬂush

Basin mixer
23 322 001
Finish
Chrome
Accessories
see page 134

NEW

33 302 001
Bath/shower mixer
with shower wall holder set
New Tempesta 100 hand shower I
9.5 l/min GROHE EcoJoy™
non-adjustable wall holder

GROHE
SilkMove®

GROHE
SilkMove® ES

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
EcoJoy™

28 436 001
Shower set with hand shower IV
rail 600 mm
with GROHE EasyReach™ tray

Basin mixer
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GROHE
COsta l
Combining state-of-the-art design with quality materials, Costa L has everything that really counts
in a bathroom faucet. the solid metal handles are ergonomically designed and feature durable
longlife head parts for effortless and precise handling, while GROHE StarLight® technology
ensures a life-long, pristine chrome finish. Offering a range for all draw-off points, Costa L will
complement every style of bathroom décor.

20 404 001
Pillar tap

20 179 001
Pillar tap

24 480 001
Bidet mixer

26 330 001
Shower mixer

21 375 001
Basin mixer

Basin mixer
21 375 001
Finish
Chrome
Accessories
see page 134

21 390 001
Basin mixer

NEW

19 806 001/19 807 001
Concealed valve, 20 - 200 mm
trim-set

25 460 001
Bath/shower mixer
with shower wall holder set
New Tempesta 100 hand shower I
9.5 l/min GROHE EcoJoy™
non-adjustable wall holder

25 450 001
Bath/shower mixer

27 644 000
New Tempesta 100
Shower set with hand shower III
9.5 l/min GROHE EcoJoy™
rail 600mm

GROHE
StarLight®
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GROHE
AutHEntic

Inspired by classical architectural details and traditional interiors, Authentic-style
faucets combine the design aesthetics of the past with the technology of today.

Basin mixer
21 012 000

Head shower
28 369 000 + 28 384 000

Shower set
28 976 000

Concealed valve
19 031 000

4-way diverter
29 010 000

Finish
Chrome

Accessories
see page 138
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GROHE
SinFOniA
A stylish marriage of nostalgic design and technical perfection sums up the luxurious and
charming Sinfonia. With its classical handle and droplet-shaped body, Sinfonia will add elegance
and individuality to your bathroom.
Quietly indulgent and supremely tactile, its sculptural form is enhanced by the pristine
GROHE StarLight® chrome ﬁnish. Combining a period aesthetic with the latest technology,
Sinfonia Faucets feature Carbodur headparts, for a lifetime of smooth and precise handling.

000
GROHE StarLight® Chrome

21 012 000
Basin mixer

21 014 000
Basin mixer
with swivel spout

24 003 000
Bidet mixer

20 014 000
3-hole basin mixer

20 015 000
3-hole basin mixer

26 000 000
Shower mixer

25 033 000
Bath combination

25 032 000
Bath combination

25 030 000
Bath/shower mixer

38 861 000
Surf
Wall plate for dual ﬂush

IG0
GROHE StarLight® Chrome Gold
Basin mixer
21 012 000
Finish
Chrome
Accessories
see page 138

19 031 000
Concealed valve

28 975 000
Sinfonia 50
Shower set
rail 600mm

GROHE
StarLight®
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GROHE
AccEssORiEs

Many GROHE bathroom collections include a range of coordinated
accessories, which reflects the design details and core values
of the collection. Decorative and practical in equal measures –
accessories afford the luxury of creating a cohesive bathing space.

GROHE
EssEnTials CUBE

GROHE
EssEnTials

132

134

GROHE
TEnsO

GROHE
sinfOnia

136

138
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GROHE EssEntiAls cubE
AccEssOiREs
linear detailing and rectangular escutcheons make our Essentials Cube accessories the ideal
accompaniment to the architectural styling of several of our square Cosmopolitan faucet collections.
Across the range, our resilient GROHE StarLight® chrome finish highlights the precise craftsmanship
of each piece.

40 508 000 + 40 394 000
Holder + Soap dispenser

40 508 000 + 40 372 000
Holder + Crystal glass

40 508 000 + 40 368 000
Holder + Soap dish

40 512 000
Multi-towel rack 600 mm

40 510 000
Towel ring

40 509 000
Towel rail 600mm

40 511 000
Robe hook

40 507 000
Toilet paper holder

40 513 000
Toilet brush set

Accessoires
40 508 000 + 40 368 000
Basin mixer
23 135 000
Finish
Chrome

40 514 000
Grip

GROHE
StarLight®
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GROHE EssEntiAls
AccEssORiEs
Modern, timeless and with wide-ranging appeal, accessories in the Essentials range add the final
touches to your bathroom. Created to coordinate with a wide range of faucet styles, the collection
benefits from our striking GROHE StarLight® chrome finish.

40 369 000 + 40 394 000
Holder + Soap dispenser

40 369 000 + 40 372 000
Holder + Crystal glass

40 369 000 + 40 368 000
Holder + Soap dish

40 421 000
Grip

40 365 000
Towel ring

40 366 000
Towel rail 600 mm
40 386 000
Towel rail 800 mm

40 371 000
Towel bar

40 364 000
Robe hook

40 367 000
Toilet paper holder

40 374 000
Toilet brush set

40 385 000
Spare toilet paper holder

Accessories
40 369 000 + 40 368 000
Basin mixer
23 325 000
Finish
Chrome

GROHE
StarLight®
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GROHE tEnsO
AccEssORiEs
The fluidity of curved cylinders and dynamic shapes ensure Tenso accessories will
enhance your new bathroom. GROHE StarLight® – our luxurious chrome finish –
highlights the striking forms of the collection, drawing attention to its directional
styling and exciting cylindrical detailing.

40 289 000
Holder + Soap dispenser

40 287 000 + 40 254 000
Holder + Glass

40 288 000 + 40 256 000
Holder + Soap dish

40 290 000
Towel ring

40 292 000
Towel rail 600mm

40 291 000
Towel bar

40 295 000
Robe hook

40 296 000
Toilet paper holder

40 298 000
Toilet brush set

Accessories
40 287 000 + 40 254 000
+ 40 289 000
Basin mixer
32 427 000
Finish
Chrome

GROHE
StarLight®
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GROHE sinfOniA
AccEssORiEs
Flowing sculptural forms with tactile appeal lend a nostalgic air to Sinfonia accessories.
Created to complement Sinfonia faucets, the range includes all the elements required to
add the finishing touch to your bathroom. Authentic in style, GROHE StarLight® chrome
highlights the refined period details found across the range.

000
GROHE StarLight® Chrome

40 043 000 + 40 044 000
Holder + Crystal glass

40 045 000 + 40 046 000
Holder + Crystal soap dish

40 047 000
Towel ring

40 049 000
Towel holder 600 mm

40 053 000
Toilet paper holder

40 054 000
Toilet brush set

IG0
GROHE StarLight® Chrome Gold
Accessories
40 043 000 + 40 044 000
Basin mixer
21 012 000
Finish
Chrome

40 052 00
Robe hook

GROHE
StarLight®
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GROHE
tHERmOstats

GROhe thermostats are designed with the world’s most sensitive thermometer in mind: your
skin. The Grohtherm range is available in a choice of styles and features. GROHE TurboStat®
technology maintains your perfect water temperature for the duration of your shower.

GROhtheRm 3000
COsmOpOlitan

GROhtheRm
2000 neW

GROhtheRm 1000
COsmOpOlitan

150

152

158

GROhtheRm 1000

GROhtheRm F

159

160
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safE, fast and EfficiEnt
GROHE tHERmOstats
dElivER
We’ve all been there before. You’ve just stepped into the shower
when someone else in the house either turns on a faucet or
flushes the toilet; suddenly the temperature of your shower
plummets or becomes scalding hot – leaving you with soap in
your eyes as you try to manually adjust the temperature back
to a comfortable level. install a GROhe thermostat and you
can be sure of a safe and enjoyable showering experience
every time.
What’s inside?
thermostatic valves work by constantly mixing hot and cold
water to a pre-selected temperature. even if there is a change
in the water supply, the thermostat reacts by rebalancing
the quantities of hot and cold water to maintain the correct
temperature. in the most extreme cases, i.e. should the cold
water supply fail, the hot water shuts off automatically to
prevent scalding.
Style choices
GROhe offers concealed and surface-mounted thermostats.
With concealed models, the valve is installed behind the wall
for a modern look. With surface-mounted thermostats, all the
pipe work is behind the wall.

GROHE’s quick guide to thermostat
technology.
What is a thermostat?
a thermostat maintains an exact water
temperature of your choice, even when
water is used elsewhere at home.
How does it work?
the thermostatic mixer valve mixes the hot
and cold water and reacts instantly to
any changes in the supplies, ensuring the
temperature is maintained to within +
or – one degree.
What are the benefits?
the pre-set temperature is reached within
a fraction of a second and remains constant
so there’s no risk of scalding.
Are there different types available?
Yes, GROhe offers many different models
to suit every style of bathroom.

User-friendly features
Our thermostats also feature a safestop button, to prevent children
from turning up the temperature and scalding themselves, and an
ecoButton to reduce water usage by up to 50%. Our easylogic
controls are intuitive to use and cater to the entire family, whatever
their height is, while the aquaDimmer allows you to turn the water
on and off, adjust the flow rate and divert between two water
outlets.
GROHE thermostats are the proven winners
lGa Qualitest Gmbh, a subsidiary of tÜV Rheinland, carried out
a major product test in 2006 that compared 17 thermostats from
leading european manufacturers. in all classes our Grohtherm
3000, 2000 and 1000 thermostats achieved 1st place. thanks to
GROhe TurboStat® and GROHE CoolTouch® technologies, our
Grohtherm 3000 won best product– achieving the top position in
all four test categories.
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GROHE
tuRBOstat®
Always the right temperature, for utmost convenience and safety.
Our revolutionary GROHE TurboStat® technology delivers water at your desired temperature within
a fraction of a second and keeps it constant for the duration of your shower. Grohtherm thermostats
are equipped with the most advanced and precision-made cartridges in the industry. By increasing
the sensitivity of the thermo-element, our thermostats react to changes in water pressure twice as
fast as before.
so, no more time and water wasted fiddling with the controls to get the temperature right.

Compensating precisely for fluctuations in
temperature and pressure results in a consistent
and comfortable shower throughout.
temperature

The GROHE TurboStat® thermo-element
at the heart of GROhe thermostats.

without GROHE TurboStat®
with GROHE TurboStat®
time
Exceptionally swift reaction
to water-pressure fluctuations.

without
GROHE TurboStat®
with
GROHE TurboStat®
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GROHE
cOOltOucH®
No scalding on hot surfaces thanks to 100% GROHE CoolTouch®
The GROHE CoolTouch® technology ensures that the entire outer surface never exceeds your preferred
shower temperature. By designing our thermostats to include an innovative cooling channel, we have
created a barrier between the hot water and the chrome surface - so it’s never too hot to handle.
this safety measure is especially useful for children, who can not always judge whether something they
touch is dangerously hot.

Safety surround = 100% GROHE CoolTouch®

safety housing with water cooling

thermal image
without GROHE CoolTouch®

now there’s no risk of scalding yourself – or your children. the
Grohtherm 2000 and Grohtherm 3000 thermostats offer all-round
protection, as even the wall couplings are shrouded in the clever
protective housing – 100% GROHE CoolTouch®.

thermal image
with GROHE CoolTouch®
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GROHtHERm
tHERmOstats –
PERfORmancE
at a GlancE

Find your perfect match with a Grotherm thermostat. From the pure, cylindrical form of our Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan
to the entry-level Grotherm 1000, the range offers a choice of designs to meet all of your requirements.
GROHE TurboStat® technology guarantees a steady stream of comfortably hot water. Any fluctuations in the water
temperature or pressure are compensated within a fraction of a second, leaving you to enjoy your shower at the
temperature of your choice.
And there’s no chance of burning your fingers on a hot chrome surface, thanks to GROHE CoolTouch® technology.
For added comfort and safety, our Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan and 2000 thermostats feature a sophisticated
water-cooling system, to ensure the surface of the thermostats is never too hot to touch.
Thanks to their fast temperature finding and split-second response time, all GROHE thermostats can help you save
water and energy and can be found within the GROHE EcoJoy™ collection of resource-efficient products. Furthermore,
our deep chrome finish, GROHE StarLight®, resists tarnishing to ensure a luminous shine for years to come.

In addition to our leading technologies GROHE TurboStat® and GROHE CoolTouch®, the Grohtherm range offers a host of other benefits.
grohTherm
3000
cosmopoliTan

grohTherm
2000
neW

grohTherm
1000
cosmopoliTan

grohTherm
1000

GROHE TurboStat®

3

3

3

3

GROHE StarLight®

3

3

3

3

GROHE EcoJoy™

3

3

3

3

GROHE CoolTouch®

3

3

GROHE Technologies

Grohtherm 2000 new

REcOmmEndEd
FauceTs

Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan

Lineare

Europlus

Concetto

Eurostyle

Essence

Eurodisc
Cosmopolitan

Eurocosmo

Eurosmart

Quadra

Eurostyle
Cosmopolitan

Power&Soul®
Cosmopolitan

Power&Soul®
Cosmopolitan

New Tempesta
Cosmopolitan

New Tempesta

Rainshower®
Cosmopolitan

Power&Soul®

Euphoria

Rainshower®
Solo 100

Sena Stick

Rainshower®
Icon

Euphoria Stick
Cosmopolitan

Costa L

REcOmmEndEd
shoWers

Grohtherm 1000 Cosmopolitan

Grohtherm 1000
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GROHtHERm 3000
cOsmOPOlitan
Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan thermostats combine modern, minimalist design with our awardwinning thermostatic technology for relaxing shower enjoyment. Based on a simple aesthetic
philosophy of extruding cylinders in perfect proportions to create balance and harmony, the pure
design is enhanced by GROHE StarLight® chrome – a deep, luxurious finish, which resists soiling
and tarnishing.
GROHE TurboStat® responds rapidly to any fluctuations in pressure – maintaining your perfect
water temperature, while GROHE CoolTouch® ensures the surface temperature of the thermostat
never exceeds the temperature of the shower water – eliminating the risk of scalding from hot
chrome surfaces. For a water-efficient bathroom, the EcoButton on the handle enables you to
reduce your water consumption by 50%.
the range of exposed and concealed models complements GROhe Cosmopolitan collections –
enabling effortless design coordination in the bathroom.

19 469 000
Central thermostatic mixer
35 500 000
Rapido T

19 470 000
Concealed valve
exposed part

19 568 000
Thermostatic shower mixer
35 500 000
Rapido T

19 467 000
Thermostatic shower mixer
35 500 000
Rapido T

19 567 000
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer
35 500 000
Rapido T

19 468 000
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer
35 500 000
Rapido T

Thermostatic shower mixer
34 274 000
Finish
Chrome

123

34 274 000
Thermostatic shower mixer

123

34 276 000
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

1

GROHE
TurboStat®

GROHE
CoolTouch®

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
StarLight®

safestop

ecoButton

aquaDimmer

easylogic

handCrafted

2

3

smartFix
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GROHtHERm 2000 nEW
tEcHnOlOGY
YOu can tRust

THE HISTORY – EXPERIENCE AND INNOVATION
the thermostat is a vital piece of bathroom technology that mixes cold and hot water to create the
desired temperature for the bath or shower. GROHE, which first began to engineer thermostats in the
1950s, has a well-earned reputation for manufacturing the most efficient products on the market.
GROhe has now sold more than 30 million thermostats and continually uses its long and valuable
experience to innovate and improve their performance. Grohtherm 2000 new is the latest – and the
best – model designed and engineered in Germany and produced in GROhe’s awarded factory in
hemer, Germany.

GROHE EasyReach™ NEW
easily accessible storage by
optional shelf. easy to clean.
GROHE TurboStat®
For a perfect water
temperature at all times.

GROHE Aqua Paddle NEW
Beautiful ergonomics for ease
of use and precise water control.

GROHE Aquadimmer® Eco
the water-saving system
for bath and shower.

NEW

100% GROHE CoolTouch®
No scalding from hot surfaces;
the child-friendly solution.

GROHE XL Waterfall NEW
Wide bath spout with Xl-size
silent water flow.

Thermostatic bath/shower mixer with tray
34 464 000

Finish
Chrome
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GROHtHERm 2000 nEW
safEtY fiRst – WitH 100% GROHE cOOltOucH®

ERGOnOmY & BEautY
Hand in Hand

Featuring 100% GROHE CoolTouch®, the solid metal housing of Grohtherm 2000 New remains cool and safe at all times. A sleeve
of cold water separates the interior hot water from the housing of the thermostat to ensure the chrome is never too hot to handle.

FUSING INNOVATIVE DESIGN AND STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGY
Welcome to Grohtherm 2000 new – the latest generation of our most successful thermostat ever.
now redesigned and packed with the very latest GROhe technology, it delivers an even more enjoyable
bathing and showering experience but is also safer and more sustainable.
the elegant design of Grohtherm 2000 new ensures it will complement any bathroom décor while
also making it our most intuitive and ergonomic thermostat ever. Controlling the flow and the
temperature of water has never been easier. the improved Grohtherm 2000 new sets an unbeatable
standard for bathroom thermostats.

thermic isolated escutcheons

Cold water surrounds the hot water

Hot surface without GROHE CoolTouch®

With 100% GROHE CoolTouch®

GROhe aqua paddles

GROhe pro-Grip

GROhe Xl Waterfall

GROHE
CoolTouch®

GROHE Aquadimmer® Eco
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GROHtHERm 2000
Grohtherm 2000 new is available as classic exposed shower thermostat, as a variant with
GROHE EasyReach™ storage tray or in a bundle with GROHE Power&Soul® or Euphoria.
The GROHE EasyReach™ shower tray is easy to clean under all circumstances. Experience
the beauty of the Xl WaterFall from our exposed bath/shower thermostat our the enhanced
ergonomics of the Grohtherm 2000 new trim sets for concealed installation.

NEW

19 354 001
Thermostatic shower mixer
35 500 000
Rapido T

19 243 001
Stop valve
exposed part

NEW

NEW

1

1

34 469 001
Thermostatic shower mixer
with GROHE Easy Reach™
shower tray

34 169 001
Thermostatic shower mixer

NEW

NEW

NEW

1

1

1

34 174 001
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

34 464 001
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer
with GROHE Easy Reach™
shower tray

NEW

NEW

19 355 001
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer
35 500 000
Rapido T

18 608 000
GROHE Easy Reach™ shower tray

NEW

NEW

NEW

34 195 001
Grohtherm 2000 New
with Shower Set Euphoria 110

34 176 001
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer
with pillar unions

19 352 001
Thermostatic central mixer
35 500 000
Rapido T

1

GROHE
TurboStat®

GROHE
CoolTouch®

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
StarLight®

safestop

ecoButton

aquaDimmer eco

easylogic

smartFix

Xl WaterFall
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GROHtHERm 1000
cOsmOPOlitan

GROHtHERm 1000

Offering quality, technology and design at a competitive price, Grohtherm 1000 Cosmopolitan
is our most compact thermostat. Crafted from a series of perfect cylinders, its slender design is the
preferred choice for modern, architectural-style spaces.

the Grohtherm 1000 thermostatic shower mixer allows you to
experience the benefits of a thermostatically controlled shower
at an attractive price. Finished in sparkling GROHE StarLight®
chrome, Grohtherm 1000 benefits from GROHE TurboStat®
technology, which ensures luxurious showering at a constant
temperature – regardless of any changes in the water supply.
a safestop button, set at 38ºC, prevents children from turning
up the temperature, while the ecoButton allows you to reduce
water usage by up to 50%.

The purity of its form is brought to life by GROHE StarLight® – our perfect chrome finish that is
resistant to scratches and tarnishing. For a comfortable showering experience, GROHE TurboStat®
technology ensures that the water temperature remains constant for the duration of your shower,
while the ecoButton allows you to reduce the amount of water used effortlessly to save precious
natural resources.

19 237 000
Concealed valve
exposed part

Thermostatic shower mixer
34 065 000

Finish
Chrome

Thermostatic shower mixer
34 143 000

Finish
Chrome

1

34 065 000
Thermostatic shower mixer

34 143 000
Thermostatic shower mixer

34 161 000
Thermostatic shower mixer

34 155 000
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

34 160 000
Central thermostatic mixer

1

34 215 000
Thermostatic bath mixer

1




GROHE
TurboStat®

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
StarLight®

safestop

ecoButton



GROHE
TurboStat®

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
StarLight®

thermostats

safestop

ecoButton
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GROHtHERm f – mOdulEs & cOntROls
fOR tailOR-madE sHOWERinG

NEW

highlighting the purity of three simple geometric forms: squares, rectangles and cylinders, the
Grohtherm F collection of thermostatic shower controls and coordinating accessories gives
you the freedom to design your perfect shower. Based on GROHE Rapido T technology, the
modular concept enables you to control one, two or multiple shower outlets, while the minimalist
appeal of its design complements Rainshower® F-Series showers, Allure faucets and all GROHE
Cosmopolitan-style ranges.

Custom showering modules
27 619 000 + 27 625 000 +
27 621 000 + 28 034 000

NEW

NEW

Finish
Chrome

27 618 000
Thermostatic Module
with 2-way AquaDimmer
for use with Rapido 35 500 000

NEW

27 621 000
Module with wall union
and shower holder
for use with rough-in 35 034 000

GROHE
TurboStat®

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
StarLight®

safestop

NEW

27 623 000
Single volume control
for use with rough-in 35 028 000

27 619 000
Thermostatic Module
for use with Rapido 35 500 000

NEW

27 625 000
Triple volume control
for use with rough-in 35 031 000

aquaDimmer
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GROHE RaPidO
cOncEalEd sHOWER
cOntROls

Concealed bath and shower faucets lend a clean, modern look to a bathroom – where only the essential
elements are on show. With its shallow installation depth and choice of single lever or thermostatic
operation, Rapido is a universal solution that enables you to create your perfect shower. Once installed,
the concealed body is completed with a faucet trim set. available in a wide range of designs to match our
faucet and shower collections, the trim set can be chosen at a later stage as all designs are compatible
with the concealed body.

GROHE RapidO
THERmOsTaTs

166

Thermostatic Shower mixer
19 354 000 + 35 500 000

GROHE RapidO
sinGlE lEvER mixERs

172

Finish
Chrome
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tHE innOvativE
cOncEalEd sOlutiOn
fROm GROHE.
GROHE RaPidO
Ultra flat design, only 70 mm installation depth
Whether you’re renovating an existing bathroom or creating a new one, Rapido is the perfect
solution for concealed bath and shower faucets. Rapido is the ultra-flat concealed solution
from GROHE. With only 70 mm installation depth it will fit into any wall. Where space is
limited, Rapido is the solution.
Fast and safe installation
With Rapido, you’re always on the safe side. the concealed box and faucet body comes as
a complete ready-to-install unit with coded water inlet and outlet connections. so there’s no
chance of it being installed incorrectly. the unit is 100% tested before it leaves our factory
to ensure a lifetime of perfect and safe operation.
Numerous possibilities for maximum comfort
Whether you choose a thermostat with GROHE TurboStat® or a single-lever mixer with
GROHE SilkMove®, you can always rely on GROHE quality. GROHE Rapido E features our
advanced GROHE SilkMove® technology, for a lifetime of smooth handling. For maximum
showering enjoyment, GROHE Rapido T benefits from GROHE TurboStat® technology –
for safety, comfort and water efficiency. Thanks to an excellent flow rate of over 50 litres
per minute* and a third outlet, Rapido t is also the perfect choice for a custom shower
where you wish to install a head shower, hand shower and side showers.
* at a flow pressure of 3 bars and without downstream resistance

Concealed valve
19 470 000

Side shower
27 251 000

Thermostatic shower mixer
19 468 000 + 35 500 000

Finish
Chrome
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GROHE
RaPidO t

For a thermostatically-controlled bath or shower choose Rapido T featuring our renowned GROHE TurboStat®
technology, the mixer ensures safety and comfort for the duration of your shower. it responds rapidly to any
fluctuations in the water supply so there’s no risk of scalding, while a SafeStop button, set at 38º Celsius,
prevents the temperature from accidentally being raised above this level – perfect for households with
children. GROHE Rapido T may be used as a shower, tub or central thermostat and has a flow rate of over
50 litres per minute*. it can supply water to up to three outlets enabling you to create your luxurious
showering environment.
* at a flow pressure of 3 bars and without downstream resistance

Thermostatic shower mixer
19 467 000 + 35 500 000

Finish
Chrome
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GROHE
RaPidO t
NEW

1234

19 443 000
GROHE Ondus®
Thermostatic shower mixer

19 369 000
GROHE Veris
Thermostatic shower mixer

2

19 380 000
Allure
Thermostatic shower mixer

19 791 000
Allure Brilliant
Thermostatic shower mixer

19 934 000
Grandera™
Thermostatic shower mixer
19 937 000
Thermostatic shower mixer
with 2-way diverter

19 394 000
Atrio Ypsilon
Thermostatic shower mixer

19 398 000
Atrio Jota
Thermostatic shower mixer

19 402 000
Tenso
Thermostatic shower mixer

19 395 000
Atrio Ypsilon
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

19 399 000
Atrio Jota
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

19 403 000
Tenso
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

19 392 000
Atrio Ypsilon
Thermostatic central mixer

19 396 000
Atrio Jota
Thermostatic central mixer

19 400 000
Tenso
Thermostatic central mixer

NEW

1234

19 442 000
GROHE Ondus®
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

19 364 000
GROHE Veris
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

2

19 446 000
Allure
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

19 792 000
Allure Brilliant
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

19 948 000
Grandera™
Thermostatic bath mixer
with 2-way diverter

NEW

2

35 500 000
Concealed universal
thermostatic mixer
suitable for use as shower,
bathtub and central mixer

19 887 000
Allure Brilliant
Central thermostat

19 941 000
Grandera™
Central thermostat

1

2

3

4





GROHE
TurboStat®

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
StarLight®
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GROHE
RaPidO t
NEW

NEW

27 618 000
Grohtherm F
Thermostatic shower mixer
metal

19 568 000
Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan
Thermostatic shower mixer

19 467 000
Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan
Thermostatic shower mixer

19 354 001
Grohtherm 2000 New
Thermostatic shower mixer

19 416 000
Grohtherm 2000 Special
Thermostatic shower mixer

NEW

19 567 000
Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

19 468 000
Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

19 355 001
Grohtherm 2000 New
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

NEW

27 619 000
Grohtherm F
Thermostatic central mixer
metal

GROHE
TurboStat®

GROHE
EcoJoy™

19 417 000
Grohtherm 2000 Special
Thermostatic bath/shower mixer

NEW

19 469 000
Grohtherm 3000 Cosmopolitan
Thermostatic central mixer

19 352 001
Grohtherm 2000 New
Thermostatic central mixer

19 418 000
Grohtherm 2000 Special
Thermostatic central mixer

GROHE
StarLight®
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GROHE
RaPidO E

Shower mixer
19 896 000 + 35 501 000

Wall holder set + wall union
27 698 000 + 27 704 000

as the universal concealed solution for single lever mixers, GROhe Rapido e can be used as a shower
faucet or a combined bath/shower mixer. the concealed body features our innovative ceramic cartridge
with GROHE SilkMove®, which ensures smooth and precise control of the water flow and temperature
with every shower. For a Cosmopolitan style bathroom, Rapido e is also the perfect choice for use with
a floor-standing bath spout.

Finish
Chrome
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GROHE
RaPidO E
NEW

5

3567

19 367 000
GROHE Veris
Shower mixer

19 317 000
Allure
Shower mixer

19 789 000
Allure Brilliant
Shower mixer

249

19 932 000
Grandera™
Shower mixer

19 463 001
Atrio
Shower mixer

19 455 000
Quadra
Shower mixer

19 051 000
Tenso
Shower mixer

178

19 296 000
Lineare
Shower mixer

NEW

3567

19 344 000
GROHE Veris
Bath/shower mixer

5

19 315 000
Allure
Bath/shower mixer

19 785 000
Allure Brilliant
Bath/shower mixer

178

249

19 920 000
Grandera™
Bath/shower mixer

19 459 001
Atrio
Bath/shower mixer

19 456 000
Quadra
Bath/shower mixer

19 050 000
Tenso
Bath/shower mixer

19 297 000
Lineare
Bath/shower mixer

35 501 000
Universal single-lever mixer
for concealed installation for use
with bath- and shower-mixer

1

2

3




GROHE
SilkMove®

GROHE
StarLight®



4

5

6

7

8

9

6
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GROHE
RaPidO E

4

3

19 898 000
Eurocube
Shower mixer

19 537 002
Europlus
Shower mixer

19 286 000
Essence
Shower mixer

19 536 002
Europlus
Bath/shower mixer

19 345 001
Concetto
Shower mixer

19 549 002
Eurodisc Cosmopolitan
Shower mixer

19 285 000
Essence
Bath/shower mixer

19 548 002
Eurodisc Cosmopolitan
Bath/shower mixer

19 507 002
Eurostyle Cosmopolitan
Shower mixer

19 383 000
Eurocosmo
Shower mixer

19 451 001
Eurosmart
Shower mixer

19 506 002
Eurostyle Cosmopolitan
Bath/shower mixer

19 382 000
Eurocosmo
Bath/shower mixer

19 450 001
Eurosmart
Bath/shower mixer

1256

4

3

19 896 000
Eurocube
Bath/shower mixer

1256

19 346 001
Concetto
Bath/shower mixer

1

2

3

4

5

6





GROHE
SilkMove®

GROHE
StarLight®
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GROHE
sHOwERs

Revitalize your mind, body and soul with an exhilarating shower. Our feature-packed
designs deliver a range of sensations, so you really can have the shower of your dreams.
GROHE hand, head and side showers complement an extensive range of shower systems
– ensuring that GROHE has a shower solution to match all of your showering habits as
well as design and installation requirements.
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GROHE
sHOwER systEms
pOwER&SOul®
SyStEm

GROHE
stick Hand sHOwERs

RainSHOwER®
SyStEm

EupHORia
SyStEm

192

196

SEna Stick

FREEHandER

190

198

pOwER&SOul®

229

230

232

228

GROHE
HEad sHOwERs

GROHE
accEssORiEs

RainSHOwER®
nExt GEnERatiOn

EupHORia 110

RainSHOwER®
mEtal HEad SHOwERS

HEad SHOwERS

SHOwER
accESSORiES

tRiGGER SpRayS

212

216

236

238

242

246

nEw tEmpESta
cOSmOpOlitan 100

nEw tEmpESta 100

nEw tEmpESta RuStic
100

220

222

224

208

206

EupHORia cubE
Stick

EupHORia
cOSmOpOlitan Stick

GROHE
Hand sHOwERs & sHOwER sEts
pOwER&SOul®
cOSmOpOlitan

RainSHOwER®
nG Stick
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GROHE
dREamspRay®

NEW

Innovative quality showers for luxurious revitalisation and wellbeing.
GROHE’s dreamSpray® technology is at the heart of every GROHE shower. boasting the absolute
finest quality, it incorporates innovation that helps you to enjoy an unparalleled showering experience.
the advanced shower engines inside the shower head deliver utmost precision and consistent water
distribution to each individual nozzle. whatever spray pattern you choose, for whatever your mood,
you will be assured of sheer fun under the shower.
Exciting innovations include the new and highly sophisticated GROHE Bokoma Spray™: eight flexible
nozzles create a 'breathing' effect, imitating a relaxing fingertip massage.
the GROHE Rain O2 technology infuses water drops with air for a fuller, richer shower spray. but there
is more. Some of the latest GROHE showers offer the choice between the classic GROHE Rain Spray
and GROHE Rain O2. this allows you to choose between a softer or more active jet at any time for every
member of your family.
the One-click Showering spray selector gives you direct access to your preferred spray pattern. never
again will you have to twist the spray face or click through several patterns to reach the one you want.
Just press the corresponding button and enjoy.
Together with our GROHE CoolTouch®, GROHE StarLight® and GROHE EcoJoy™ technologies, you will
have an unsurpassable showering experience.

GROHE DreamSpray® shower innovations

GROHE One-click
Showering: direct access
to your preferred spray.

Simply choose between
GROHE Rain Spray - the
classic - or the air-infused
GROHE Rain O2 Spray.

Enjoy the feeling of
a fingertip massage
with the innovative
GROHE Bokoma Spray™
engine.

Speedclean: a simple wipe
of a finger is all you need
to remove any limescale.
the innerwater Guide
protects against scalding
and prolongs the life of the
chrome surface.
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GROHE sHOwERs
tHE spRays
Our unique design distributes the same amount of water to each and every
nozzle, resulting in an even spray. So whatever pattern suits your mood –
normal, champagne spray, pure, Jet, Rain or massage – you’re guaranteed
that it will be an all-over exhilarating experience.
The new sprays, GROHE Bokoma Spray™ and GROHE Rain O2, are the latest
examples of GROHE dreamSpray® technology innovation.

Normal spray
A great all-encompassing spray pattern with
a refreshing and relaxing effect. Its universal
appeal makes it a great all-rounder.

Pure spray
The name says it all. A soft stream of pure
water delivered from the centre of the
shower head – reminiscent of a fresh,
mountain spring.

Rain spray
Wide and luxurious – a soft, delicate pattern
to soothe the skin. Mimicking warm summer
rain, the spray provides a full and even
coverage.

Jet spray
A focussed circular spray, which delivers
a refreshing burst of water. Ideal for
stimulating the skin or simply cleaning
the bathtub or shower.

SmartRain spray
All the features and benefits of our authentic
Rain spray but with a reduced flow. A smart
pattern that uses less water to deliver full
showering enjoyment.

Massage spray
A pulsating spray pattern for a stimulating
massage. Gives the unique and invigorating
all-over massage.

GROHE Rain O2 spray
A soft, smooth spray based on our original
Rain spray. Water drops are infused with air
for a wide and fuller spray.

Champagne spray
Enriched with air for bigger and softer water
droplets. More air means that less water is
required when using this fulfilling and gentle
spray pattern.

Bokoma Spray™
Eight dynamic spray nozzles create
a ‘breathing’ effect, recreating the tensionrelieving sensation of a fingertip massage.

Deluxe Champagne spray
An extra-rich spray bursting with soft
water droplets
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GROHE sHOwERs
madE in GERmany
Rainshower®, Power&Soul®, Euphoria and Tempesta are made in GROHE’s
shower factory in Lahr, in Germany’s Black Forest.
German innovations have always been a driving force behind the success of GROHE showers.
GROHE has been producing its innovative showers and shower engines in lahr, in Germany’s black
Forest region, since the late seventies. Each GROHE shower therefore benefits from the wealth
of the company’s accumulated shower knowledge.
From injection moulding, welding and galvanising of plastic components to assembly, quality inspection
and packing – proven expertise and diligent work at every stage of the process are key to the high quality
of GROHE showers. This is what the GROHE factory in Lahr is all about – for the benefit of consumers
around the world.

Rainshower®

Power&Soul®

Euphoria

Tempesta
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GROHE
sHOwER systEms

Shower system
27 374 000

to maximize showering comfort and enjoyment choose one of our feature-packed shower systems.
with the wide choice of designs, GROHE has the perfect system for your personal showering habits
as well as for all styles of bathrooms. all shower systems have GROHE dreamSpray® technology, which
guarantees perfect water distribution to every nozzle, while GROHE cooltouch® ensures the outer
surface is never too hot to touch.
For the ultimate experience, GROHE offers a Rainshower® system with adjustable body jets that
delivers tailor-made Showering to the whole family – whatever their height.

Finish
chrome
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GROHE pOwER&sOul®
systEm

NEW

A perfect complement for any private spa
The new GROHE Power&Soul® shower systems are easily fixed on the wall and instantly add
value to the bathroom both in functional and visual terms.

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

On power&Soul® systems equipped with the innovative power&Soul® 190 head shower, you
have the choice between 4 single sprays and 7 additional unique mix sprays. whatever the day,
whatever your mood - with a power&Soul® shower system you can enjoy maximum vitalization
and total relaxation.
whether you choose an aquadimmer for fast switching between the head shower and the hand
shower combined with a GROHE cooltouch® thermostat which sets the desired water temperature,
or if you prefer a straightforward diverter between the two showers in a renovation situation - a great
shower experience is ensured at all times. the 450 mm shower arm can swiver and the shower rail
features GROHE CoolTouch® to prevent scalding and to protect the GROHE StarLight® chrome surface.
GROHE power&Soul® Systems are available in two designs: cosmopolitan and contemporary –
created to ensure complete design coordination with your bathroom interior.
Shower system
27 909 000
Finish
chrome

27 903 000
Shower system 190 Cosmopolitan
with thermostat
hand shower Power&Soul® 115

27 905 000
Shower system 190 Cosmopolitan
with diverter
hand shower Power&Soul® 115

NEW

27 909 000
Shower system 190
with thermostat
hand shower Power&Soul® 115

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
CoolTouch®

GROHE
DreamSpray®

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
TurboStat®

Speedclean

One-click Showering

27 907 000
Shower system 190 Cosmopolitan
with thermostatic bath/shower mixer
hand shower Power&Soul® 115

NEW

27 911 000
Shower system 190
with diverter
hand shower Power&Soul® 115

inner waterGuide

SafeStop

aquadimmer

NEW

27 913 000
Shower system 190
with thermostatic bath/shower mixer
hand shower Power&Soul® 115

27 967 000
Shower system 210 Cosmopolitan
with thermostat
hand shower Power&Soul® 130

NEW

27 968 000
Shower system 310
with thermostat
hand shower Power&Soul® 130

twistFree
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GROHE RainsHOwER®
systEm
Bringing together the essential elements of a great shower.
luxurious, tailor-made showering from a single product. does that sound too good to be true?
with a GROHE Rainshower® shower system, that’s exactly what you get.

NEW

Rainshower® Systems bring together the essential elements of a great shower, plus a host of other
benefits to enhance your comfort and pleasure. With a full metal Rainshower® head shower – from
210 mm to 400 mm diameter – you will enjoy the luxurious wide GROHE Rain spray.
All of our thermostatic systems feature a GROHE CoolTouch® thermostat with a GROHE TurboStat®
cartridge – designed with the world’s most sensitive thermometer in mind: your skin. For the ultimate
in indulgent showering, our top-of-the-range system is guaranteed to soothe your body and soul with
its adjustable body showers – so the whole family can benefit from this new take on hydrotherapy.
the 450 mm shower arm swivels, while GROHE cooltouch® prevents scalding and protects the
GROHE Starlight® chrome surface.

Shower system
27 174 001
Finish
chrome

12

27 174 001
Shower system 400
with thermostat
hand shower Sena Stick
27 175 000
with diverter

27 966 000
Shower system 310
with thermostat
hand shower Sena Stick

27 032 001
Shower system 210
with thermostat
hand shower Sena Stick
27 058 000
with diverter

27 641 000
Shower system 210 with
thermostatic bath/shower mixer
hand shower Sena Stick

27 472 000
Shower system Veris 300
with thermostat
hand shower GROHE Ondus® Stick

27 469 000
Shower system F-Series 10"
with thermostat
hand shower Sena Stick
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

27 374 000
Shower system 210
with thermostat
4 body sprays
hand shower Sena Stick
27 361 000
with diverter

12

1

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
CoolTouch®

GROHE
DreamSpray®

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
TurboStat®

Speedclean

inner waterGuide

SafeStop

aquadimmer

2

twistFree
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GROHE RainsHOwER®
nExt GEnERatiOn systEms
Fusion of award-winning technology and design.
unique designs and unique experiences. Rainshower® next Generation Systems are an enticing
fusion of award-winning technology and design. by adding the Rainshower® icon and Rainshower®
Solo 100 mm hand and 190 mm head showers to our proven shower system technologies, we
created a first class line-up of shower systems that will engage your mind, body and soul.
Relax, safe in the knowledge that the thermostatic mixer is maintaining your pre-selected water
temperature during your shower. Always constant, never fluctuating – so you can really let go.
the thermostat and the shower rail with GROHE cooltouch® technology ensure there is no risk
of scalding from a hot chrome surface.

Shower system
27 430 000
27 430 000
Shower system Solo 190
with diverter
hand shower Solo 100
9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

Finish
chrome

1

27 435 000
Shower system Icon 190
with thermostat
hand shower Icon 100

1

27 643 000
Shower system Icon 190
with thermostatic bath/shower
mixer
hand shower Icon 100

27 433 000
Shower system Icon 190
with diverter
hand shower Icon 100

1

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
CoolTouch®

GROHE
DreamSpray®

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
TurboStat®

Speedclean

inner waterGuide

SafeStop

aquadimmer

twistFree
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GROHE EupHORia
systEms
Perfect proportions and consistent geometry.
the Euphoria System is a combination of modern, contemporary design and functional excellence
– uniting GROHE dreamSpray® and GROHE turboStat® in one coordinated product. the aesthetic
has been skilfully reduced to ensure perfect proportions and consistent geometry, while the
coordinated hand and head showers enhance the visual appeal and celebrate water.
The systems deliver all the benefits of a fully customized system, including a thermostat, head
shower and hand shower. the head shower with a diameter up to 210 mm diameter can be
swivelled to the optimum position and is supplemented by the award-winning Euphoria hand
shower. Both showers feature our luxurious Rain spray, identified by extensive consumer research
as the most used and appreciated of all available spray patterns. the shower rail is equipped with
GROHE cooltouch® to prevent scalding and to protect the GROHE Starlight® chrome surface.

Shower system
27 296 001

1

Finish
chrome

27 475 000
Shower system 180
with thermostatic bath/shower mixer
hand shower 110 Massage
450 mm shower arm
with 9.5 l/min GROHE EcoJoy™
27 476 000
390 mm shower arm

1

27 296 001
Shower system 180
with thermostat
hand shower 110 Massage
450 mm shower arm
27 615 000
with 9.5 l/min GROHE EcoJoy™

27 420 001
Shower system 180
with thermostat
hand shower 110 Massage
390 mm shower arm

27 473 000
Shower system 180
with single-lever mixer
hand shower 110 Massage
450 mm shower arm
with 9.5 l/min GROHE EcoJoy™
27 474 000
390 mm shower arm

27 421 001
Shower system 180
with diverter, hand shower 110
Massage, 450 mm shower arm
with 9.5 l/min GROHE EcoJoy™
27 297 001
390 mm shower arm

1




GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
CoolTouch®

GROHE
DreamSpray®

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
TurboStat®

Speedclean

inner waterGuide

SafeStop

aquadimmer

Spraydimmer

twistFree
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GROHE
fREEHandER
Effortless flexibility
Switching from head shower to side shower is effortless with the award-winning Freehander. the
ingenious design enables you to alternate between the two positions with one simple movement.
Featuring GROHE dreamSpray® technology, the two showerheads offer a choice of two spray
patterns: normal and massage. to save water, an ‘Eco’ function allows you to reduce the water
flow from each of the showerheads, while the ‘Stop’ function allows you to use just one of the
outlets.

Freehander
27 005 000
Finish
chrome

12

Thanks to its ingenious design,
Freehander can simply be
turned from an overhead shower
to a side shower.

27 004 000
Shower system exposed
with hose connection

12

27 005 000
Shower system concealed

27 008 000
Installation set

1

GROHE
DreamSpray®

GROHE
StarLight®

2

Speedclean
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GROHE
Hand sHOwERs
& sHOwER sEts

Hand shower
27 449 000

the classic way to enjoy a GROHE shower is to install a shower set with a hand shower. GROHE showers
with GROHE dreamSpray® innovative shower technology come in different sizes – from 100 mm to xxl
160 mm – and in different designs. choose an extra wide shower for a more complete shower experience,
where the GROHE innovative sprays cover your complete body.
all GROHE hand showers have GROHE cooltouch® technology; our innerwater Guide prevents the
radiant GROHE StarLight® chrome finish from cracking and ensures it’s never too hot to handle – a real
plus when you’re using very hot water to clean the bath.

Finish
chrome
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GROHE
pOwER&sOul®

Hand shower
27 663 000

How do you like your shower? a refreshing burst of water to energize and stimulate in the morning –
cleansing your body and awakening your mind; or something a little more relaxing in the evening – soft,
restorative air-infused bubbles that gently caress your skin?
GROHE power&Soul® showers have been created with full appreciation of your moods and needs.
powered by GROHE dreamSpray® technology, four innovative spray patterns - GROHE Rain O2, Rain,
Bokoma Spray™ and Jet - offer a choice of tempting experiences. And with the introduction of the
new One-click Showering, switching between spray patterns has never been easier.

Finish
chrome
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pRObably tHE mOst innOvativE
sHOwER in tHE wORld
Everyone’s idea of the perfect spray pattern is different, which is why GROHE power&Soul® showers
feature up to four different sprays. Revitalising or relaxing, stimulating or soothing: whichever sensation
you’re looking for; we have a spray to match.

fOR maximum vitaliZatiOn
in tHE mORninG
GROHE Jet
a focused circular spray which delivers a
refreshing burst of water. ideal for stimulating the
skin or simply cleaning the bathtub or shower.

GROHE Bokoma Spray™
Eight dynamic spray nozzles create a ‘breathing’
effect, recreating the tension-relieving sensation
of a fingertip massage.

... and fOR tOtal RElaxatiOn
in tHE EvEninG

GROHE Rain O2
a soft, smooth spray based on our original Rain
spray. air is drawn into the hand shower face and
mixed with water for a wider and fuller spray.

GROHE Rain
wide and luxurious – a soft, delicate pattern to
soothe the skin. mimicking summer rain, the spray
provides full and even coverage.
Hand shower
27 672 000

Finish
chrome
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GROHE pOwER&sOul®
cOsmOpOlitan
With its cohesive use of flat cylindrical shapes and stepped detailing, GROHE Power&Soul®
cosmopolitan is the perfect choice for modern architectural bathrooms. three sizes of hand showers
feature a choice of up to four truly innovative spray patterns: GROHE Rain O2, Rain, Bokoma Spray™
and Jet.

NEW

Refined and honest, Cosmopolitan style is a meticulous balance of design and functionality.
Influenced by modern architecture, it fuses bold geometric shapes with advanced engineering.

27 961 000
Hand shower 130 incl. travel kit
4+ spray patterns: GROHE Rain O2,
Rain, Bokoma Spray™, Jet

27 765 000
Head shower Cosmopolitan 190
4+ spray patterns: GROHE Rain O2,
Rain, Bokoma Spray™, Jet
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

Hand shower
27 664 000

Finish
chrome

123456

27 664 000
Hand shower 130
4+ spray patterns: GROHE Rain O2,
Rain, Bokoma Spray™, Jet
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

123456

123456

27 734 000
Shower Set
with hand shower 130
rail 900 mm
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

27 741 000
Shower wall holder set
with hand shower 130
adjustable wall holder

1

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
CoolTouch®

GROHE
DreamSpray®

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
QuickFix®

Speedclean

One-click Showering

2

3

4

27 785 000
Rail 900 mm

5

6

inner waterGuide
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GROHE pOwER&sOul®
Characterised by their fluid, organic silhouettes, GROHE Power&Soul® Contemporary showers have
universal appeal. an indulgent choice of up to four innovative spray patterns - GROHE Rain O2, Rain,
Bokoma Spray™ and Jet - ensures a perfect match for every consumer need. And with three sizes
of hand showers to choose from, all types of installation are catered for.

NEW

contemporary style design unites clean looks and practical features to create an inviting timeless
bathroom.

123456

123456

27 675 000
Hand shower 160
4+ spray patterns: GROHE Rain O2,
Rain, Bokoma Spray™, Jet
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

27 673 000
Hand shower 130
4+ spray patterns: GROHE Rain O2,
Rain, Bokoma Spray™, Jet
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

27 962 000
Hand shower 130 incl. travel kit
4+ spray patterns: GROHE Rain O2,
Rain, Bokoma Spray™, Jet

27 767 000
Head shower 190
4+ spray patterns: GROHE Rain O2,
Rain, Bokoma Spray™, Jet
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

Hand shower
27 673 000
Finish
chrome

123456

27 742 000
Shower wall holder set
with hand shower 130
adjustable wall holder

123456

27 750 000
Shower Set
with hand shower 160
rail 900 mm
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

1

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
CoolTouch®

GROHE
DreamSpray®

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
QuickFix®

Speedclean

One-click Showering

123456

27 738 000
Shower Set
with hand shower 130
rail 900 mm
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

2

3

4

27 785 000
Rail 900 mm

5

6

inner waterGuide
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GROHE pOwER&sOul®
natuRal cOlOuRs cOllEctiOn
Probably the most innovative shower in the world – now available in a palette of
six natural shades.
this new colourful power&Soul® range draws inspiration from nature’s organic colour palette of muted
stone hues – reflecting popular material choices found in the bathroom.
as with all power&Soul® showers, the new additions feature GROHE dreamSpray® technology – for
perfectly balanced water distribution to every single shower nozzle – while Speedclean nozzles prevent
the build-up of limescale, ensuring the spray face retains its pristine appearance. the innerwater Guide
ensures the longevity of the chrome layer. On the handle, our highlight, new One-click Showering, ensures
that switching between spray patterns has never been easier.
For a personalised shower experience night and day, choose GROHE power&Soul® natural colours.

available from June 2013
NEW

27 672 PV0
Hand shower 130
Chrome/Natural Sandstone
4 spray patterns: GROHE Rain O2,
Rain, Bokoma Spray™, Jet

NEW

27 672 MW0
Hand shower 130
Chrome/Sheer Marble
4 spray patterns: GROHE Rain O2,
Rain, Bokoma Spray™, Jet

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
CoolTouch®

GROHE
DreamSpray®

GROHE
StarLight®

Speedclean

One-click Showering

NEW

27 672 DR0
Hand shower 130
Chrome/Cloudy Limestone
4 spray patterns: GROHE Rain O2,
Rain, Bokoma Spray™, Jet

NEW

27 672 TN0
Hand shower 130
Chrome/Misty Slate
4 spray patterns: GROHE Rain O2,
Rain, Bokoma Spray™, Jet

NEW

27 672 HF0
Hand shower 130
Chrome/Fired Clay
4 spray patterns: GROHE Rain O2,
Rain, Bokoma Spray™, Jet

NEW

27 672 XH0
Hand shower 130
Chrome/Frosted Granite
4 spray patterns: GROHE Rain O2,
Rain, Bokoma Spray™, Jet

inner waterGuide
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GROHE RainsHOwER®
cOlOuR cOllEctiOn
Natural Colours

WaterColours

Offered in a palette of 12 colours, the GROHE Rainshower® colours Showers are an easy and
quick way to renovate a bathroom. the GROHE Rainshower® colours Showers takes the awardwinning halo-shaped design of Rainshower® icon to the next level. precise engineering of the
shower jets and GROHE dreamSpray® technology ensure the central water jets converge to create
a full spray – for perfect delivery of the Rain spray pattern. the Ecobutton on the shower handle
enables effortless, fingertip water saving whenever you need it. Simply slide the button and
reduce the water used by up to 40%.

123456789

123456789

27 629 000
Hand shower 150
Chrome/Natural Sandstone
2 spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

27 636 000
Hand shower 150
Chrome/Sheer Marble
2 spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

123456789

123456789

27 443 001
Hand shower 150
Chrome/Red
2 spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

27 447 001
Hand shower 150
Chrome/Pink
2 spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

Head shower
27 635 000
Finish
chrome/Sheer marble

123456789

123456789

27 632 000
Hand shower 150
Chrome/Cloudy Limestone
2 spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

27 638 000
Hand shower 150
Chrome/Misty Slate
2 spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

27 634 000
Hand shower 150
Chrome/Fired Clay
2 spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

1

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
CoolTouch®

GROHE
DreamSpray®

GROHE
StarLight®

Speedclean

Ecobutton

inner waterGuide

2

27 444 001
Hand shower 150
Chrome/Orange
2 spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

123456789

123456789

27 640 000
Hand shower 150
Chrome/Frosted Granite
2 spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

3

4

123456789

123456789

27 448 001
Hand shower 150
Chrome/Purple
2 spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

123456789

123456789

27 446 001
Hand shower 150
Chrome/Yellow
2 spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

5

6

7

27 449 001
Hand shower 150
Chrome/Blue
2 spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

8

9

twistFree

grohe.com
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GROHE RainsHOwER®
nExt GEnERatiOn icOn

GROHE RainsHOwER®
nExt GEnERatiOn sOlO

Rainshower® next Generation icon is the ultimate style statement. the award-winning design
provides a unique interface to water by challenging the very notion of a solid volume product.
the halo-shaped spray face reduces the aesthetic volume and delivers a large full spray thanks
to the perfectly aligned shower nozzles and GROHE dreamSpray® technology.

Rainshower® next Generation Solo is the result of extensive consumer research – which clearly
indicated that the Rain spray pattern is by far the most used and appreciated of all available sprays.
Surrounded by a ring of GROHE Starlight® chrome, the single spray is intuitive and honest and
delivers the unique benefits of GROHE DreamSpray® for an unparalleled shower. The large spray
face is easy to care for thanks to the Speedclean nozzles, which prevent the build-up of limescale.

27 438 000
Head shower Solo 190
chrome plated spray plate
spray pattern: Rain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

27 439 000
Head shower Icon 190
chrome plated spray plate
Spray pattern: Rain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

12346

123456789

27 283 000
Hand shower Icon 150
2 spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

123456789

27 402 001
Shower set
with hand shower Icon 150
rail 900 mm
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

123456789

27 402 LS1
Shower set
with hand shower Icon 150
rail 900 mm
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

27 278 000
Hand shower Solo 150
2 spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

12346

123456789

27 283 LS0
Hand shower Icon 150
2 spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

27 408 001
Shower set
with hand shower Solo 150
rail 900 mm
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

1

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
CoolTouch®

GROHE
DreamSpray®

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
QuickFix®

Speedclean

Ecobutton

inner waterGuide

2

12346

27 408 LS1
Shower set
with hand shower Solo 150
rail 900 mm
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

3

4

12346

27 278 LS0
Hand shower Solo 150
2 spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

5

6

7

36 298 000
Shower set Digital
with hand shower Solo 150
rail 900 mm

8

9

twistFree
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GROHE EupHORia 110
The ergonomic design of the Euphoria hand shower features an extended handle that flows
seamlessly into the spray face – surrounding it with an elegant ring of chrome. For an unparalleled
shower experience, GROHE dreamSpray® distributes the water evenly to every nozzle, while a
Spraydimmer reduces water consumption by up to 40 % for our SmartRain spray. all Euphoria
hand showers feature the popular and opulent Rain spray pattern, which can be supplemented
with SmartRain and a choice of third spray: massage, pure or champagne spray.
NEW ! All Euphoria Shower Sets now come with a GROHE Silverflex shower hose.

12

27 239 000
Hand shower 110 Massage
with SprayDimmer, Spray patterns:
Rain, SmartRain, Massage
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

12

27 222 000
Hand shower 110 Champagne
with SprayDimmer
Spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain,
Champagne spray

Hand shower
27 222 000
Finish
chrome

12

27 355 000
Shower wall holder set
with hand shower 110 Champagne,
adjustable wall holder

27 235 000
Head shower Massage
with SprayDimmer
2 Spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain,
Massage

12

12

27 356 000
Shower wall holder set
with hand shower 110 Champagne
non-adjustable wall holder

27 236 000
Head shower Champagne
with SprayDimmer
3 Spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain,
Champagne spray

More Euphoria 110 head showers see page 262

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
CoolTouch®

GROHE
DreamSpray®

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
QuickFix®

Speedclean

Spraydimmer

inner waterGuide

12

27 243 001
Shower set with hand shower 110
Massage, rail 900 mm
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

12

27 227 001
Shower set
with hand shower 110 Champagne
rail 900 mm
27 232 001
with rail 600 mm
1

2

twistFree
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GROHE EupHORia 110
f-diGital
Simple, convenient and discreet, Euphoria F-digital embraces the latest wireless technology to bring
digital showering to a wider audience.
the digital puck starts and stops the water and adjusts the temperature, while the dial around the
outside gives precise control of the water pressure. an lEd ring displays the water temperature
– giving you instant visual feedback. to switch between the head shower, hand shower or body
showers, simply push the corresponding button on the digital diverter. nothing could be easier.
For comfort and convenience, a remote control lets you start your shower from outside the shower
area, so that the water can reach your preferred temperature before you step into your shower. you
can even programme the controller to start your shower with the head shower, the hand shower, or
the body showers.

23467

36 292 000
Digital Bath/Shower Controller
Press the on/off button to start the water flow.

turn the ring which surrounds the controller to adjust
the water flow.

1234567

use the minus (-) button to decrease the temperature.

1

GROHE
Digital®

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
CoolTouch®

GROHE
DreamSpray®

GROHE
StarLight®

36 289 000
Digital Controller & Bath Diverter
36 295 000
Digital Controller & Shower Diverter

36 299 000
Shower set
with hand shower 110 Mono
rail 900mm

use the plus (+) button to increase the temperature.

Speedclean

2

3

4

23467

5

6

7

Spraydimmer
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GROHE nEw tEmpEsta
cOsmOpOlitan 100
With its crisp, cylindrical profile and chamfered detailing, New Tempesta Cosmopolitan 100 is the
ideal choice for modern, architectural bathrooms.
Three hand shower models will enable you to find your perfect combination of spray patterns and
are complemented by a four-spray head shower. For instant refreshment first thing in the morning
or gentle relaxation at the end of the day, GROHE dreamSpray® technology ensures maximum
showering enjoyment.

123

Hand shower
27 575 000

27 591 000
Head shower IV
4 Spray patterns:
GROHE Rain O2, Rain, Massage, Jet
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

Finish
chrome

123

27 575 000
Hand shower IV
4 Spray patterns:
GROHE Rain O2, Rain, Massage, Jet
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

123

27 585 000
Shower wall holder set
with hand shower IV
9.5 l/min GROHE EcoJoy™
adjustable wall holder
hose 1750 mm

123

27 574 000
Hand shower III
3 Spray patterns:
GROHE Rain O2, Rain, Massage
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

123

27 588 000
Shower wall holder set
with hand shower III
9.5 l/min GROHE EcoJoy™
non-adjustable wall holder
hose 1500 mm

123

27 577 000
Shower set with hand shower IV
rail 600 mm
9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™
GROHE EasyReach™

123

27 579 000
Shower set with hand shower III
rail 600 mm
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

1

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
CoolTouch®

GROHE
DreamSpray®

GROHE
StarLight®

27 596 000
GROHE EasyReach™ tray

Speedclean

123

27 582 000
Shower set with hand shower IV
rail 900 mm
9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™
GROHE EasyReach™
27 581 000 with hand shower III
2

3

inner waterGuide
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GROHE nEw tEmpEsta 100
created to enhance the latest contemporary bathing spaces and to complement a wide
selection of GROHE faucet collections, new tempesta 100 combines the performance of
GROHE DreamSpray® technology with stylish looks and practical features.
an anti-shock silicone ring, which wraps around the spray plate of the hand shower, prevents
damage to the shower tray or bath if the shower is dropped, making the design an ideal choice
for families with young children.

123

27 606 000
Head shower IV
4 Spray patterns:
GROHE Rain O2, Rain, Massage, Jet
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

27 596 000
GROHE EasyReach™ tray

Hand shower
28 419 001
Finish
chrome

123

123

28 421 001
Hand shower IV
4 Spray patterns:
GROHE Rain O2, Rain, Massage, Jet
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

28 479 001
Shower wall holder set
with hand shower IV
9.5 l/min GROHE EcoJoy™
adjustable wall holder
hose 1750 mm

123

28 419 001
Hand shower III
3 Spray patterns:
GROHE Rain O2, Rain, Massage
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

123

27 603 001
Shower wall holder set
with hand shower III
9.5 l/min GROHE EcoJoy™
non-adjustable wall holder
hose 1500 mm

123

28 436 001
Shower set with hand shower IV
rail 600 mm
with GROHE EasyReach™ tray
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

1

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
CoolTouch®

GROHE
DreamSpray®

GROHE
StarLight®

Speedclean

inner waterGuide

123

27 644 000
Shower set with hand shower III
rail 600 mm
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

2

3

Shockproof
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GROHE nEw tEmpEsta
Rustic 100
new tempesta Rustic 100 balances a traditional aesthetic with modern technology. the classic
shape of the shower head is complemented by a bevelled detail which surrounds the spray face
and is repeated on the handle.
inside, GROHE dreamSpray® technology ensures the water is equally distributed to all shower
nozzles, for an exhilarating experience every time.

123

27 610 000
Head shower IV
4 Spray patterns:
GROHE Rain O2, Rain, Massage, Jet
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

27 596 000
GROHE EasyReach™ tray

Hand shower
27 608 000
Finish
chrome

123

27 608 000
Hand shower IV
4 Spray patterns:
GROHE Rain O2, Rain, Massage, Jet
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

123

27 805 000
Shower wall holder set
with hand shower IV
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™
adjustable wall holder
hose 1750 mm

123

27 609 000
Shower set with hand shower IV
rail 600 mm
GROHE EasyReach™ tray
9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

1

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
CoolTouch®

GROHE
DreamSpray®

GROHE
StarLight®

Speedclean

27 519 000
Shower rail 600 mm

2

3

inner waterGuide
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GROHE
stick Hand sHOwERs

Hand shower
28 034 000

minimalism is an ongoing trend in the bathroom. GROHE stick hand showers and shower sets are perfect
for installing next to the bath tub, in a minimalist, tailor-made shower, or just as a shower set to enjoy a
refreshing GROHE shower in today’s stylish bathrooms.
all GROHE hand showers feature GROHE cooltouch® technology, in which an inner water guide prevents
the radiant GROHE StarLight® chrome finish from cracking and ensures it’s never too hot to handle. This
is a real plus when using very hot water to clean the bath.

Finish
chrome
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GROHE
sEna stick

GROHE RainsHOwER®
nExt GEnERatiOn EcO stick

Simple and understated, the modern cylindrical design of the full metal Sena hand shower makes
it the preferred choice for architectural spaces.

Rainshower® next Generation Eco was inspired by a simple consumer insight “from above, the
human body is not round.” the lozenge-shaped design of the spray face mirrors the shape of the
human body and benefits from GROHE DreamSpray® technology – for even and efficient water
distribution. For the environmentally conscious consumer, simply activate the Eco button to use
even less water.

despite its diminutive size, Sena delivers a powerful spray thanks to the GROHE dreamSpray®
technology inside – which ensures the water is evenly distributed across all the jets. its crisp
profile is highlighted by the immaculate GROHE StarLight® chrome finish, while SpeedClean
nozzles prevent the accumulation of limescale.

28 308 000
Head shower Sena
metal
Spray pattern: Normal

12345

28 580 000
Rail 600 mm
28 346 000
Rail 900 mm

28 581 000
Shower set
with hand shower Sena Stick
rail 600 mm
28 347 000
with rail 900 mm

28 034 000
Hand shower Sena Stick
1 spray pattern: Rain
28 341 000
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

28 348 000
Shower wall holder set with hand
shower Sena Stick
non-adjustable wall holder

27 404 001
Shower set
with hand shower Eco Stick
rail 900 mm
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

12345

12345

27 404 LS1
Shower set
with hand shower Eco Stick
rail 900 mm
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

27 281 000
Hand shower Eco Stick
2 spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

1

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
CoolTouch®

GROHE
DreamSpray®

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
QuickFix®

Speedclean

Handcrafted

inner waterGuide

twistFree

Ecobutton

Speedclean

inner waterGuide

2

3

12345

27 281 LS0
Hand shower Eco Stick
2 spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

4

5

twistFree
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GROHE EupHORia
cubE stick

GROHE
EupHORia
+
cubE stick

a precise combination of square and rectangular shapes enhanced with the latest GROHE
technologies make Euphoria cube the smart choice if you appreciate minimalist design in the
bathroom. The reduced lines and modern aesthetic of the hand shower reflect the crisp square
outline of the head shower in this understated collection, which introduces pure geometric
forms to your shower environment. For perfect delivery of our exhilarating Rain spray pattern,
Euphoria cube showers feature GROHE dreamSpray® technology.

Expressing the beauty of simplicity through its full metal body and slender rectangular silhouette,
Euphoria cube+ unites understated design with perfect technology. in line with the architectural
purity of its form, shower nozzles take on a linear arrangement bringing balance to the design.
On the wall holder, a faceted escutcheon ensures no detail has been forgotten.

27 479 000
Head shower Allure 210
210x210 mm
metal
Spray pattern: Rain

27 698 000
Hand shower Cube Stick
1 spray pattern: Normal
27 699 000
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

27 702 000
Shower wall holder set
with hand shower Cube Stick
non-adjustable wall holder
27 703 000
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
CoolTouch®

27 700 000
Shower set
with hand shower Cube Stick
rail 900mm
27 701 000
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

GROHE
DreamSpray®

GROHE
StarLight®

27 841 000
Shower rail 900mm

27 693 000
Hand shower holder
non-adjustable

27 889 000
Shower wall holder set
with metal hand shower Cube+
Stick
9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™
non-adjustable wall holder

27 704 000
Shower outlet elbow

27 884 001
Metal hand shower Cube+ Stick
spray pattern: Rain
27 888 000
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

Speedclean

inner waterGuide

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
CoolTouch®

GROHE
DreamSpray®

GROHE
StarLight®

27 706 000
Hand shower holder
non-adjustable

27 890 000
Shower set
with metal hand shower Cube+ Stick
rail 900mm
9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

27 707 000
Shower outlet elbow

Speedclean

inner waterGuide
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GROHE EupHORia
cOsmOpOlitan stick
measuring a discreet 215 mm in length, Euphoria cosmopolitan Stick features GROHE dreamSpray®
technology – for efficient water distribution to each of its 45 nozzles – and GROHE CoolTouch®
technology which ensures the handle never gets too hot. GROHE Starlight® chrome and Speedclean
nozzles guarantee perfect looks and a perfect showering experience. For effortless water saving,
Euphoria Cosmopolitan Stick is also available as part of the GROHE EcoJoy™ range with a maximum
flow rate of 9.5 litres per minute.

Hand shower
27 367 000
Finish
chrome

27 491 000
Head shower Cosmopolitan 180
with chrome plated spray face
Spray pattern: Rain
27 492 000
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

27 368 000
Shower set
with hand shower
Cosmopolitan Stick
9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
CoolTouch®

GROHE
DreamSpray®

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
QuickFix®

Speedclean

27 367 000
Hand shower Cosmopolitan Stick
1 spray pattern: Normal

27 369 000
Shower wall holder set
with hand shower
Cosmopolitan Stick
non-adjustable wall holder
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

inner waterGuide
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GROHE
HEad sHOwERs

Head shower
28 368 000

Round or square? large or small? wall or ceiling mounted? GROHE head showers come in all shapes
and sizes to match your design and budget requirements. all designs feature GROHE dreamSpray®
technology for a luxurious full spray and unbeatable showering enjoyment, while Speedclean shower
nozzles prevent the build-up of limescale.
GROHE head showers can be installed as part of a complete, luxurious, tailor-made shower, powered
by GROHE turboStat® thermostatic water controls.

Finish
chrome
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GROHE RainsHOwER®
HEad sHOwERs
A host of styles and sizes.
Revitalise your mind, body and soul with an exhilarating shower.
From the modern, stepped design of Rainshower® cosmopolitan
to the pure style of Rainshower® F-Series, the GROHE Rainshower®
collection comes in a host of styles and sizes. all models feature
GROHE dreamSpray® technology for balanced water distribution
to every nozzle, while GROHE Starlight® chrome and Speedclean
nozzles ensure a lifetime of perfect looks.

2

000
StarLight® Chrome

LS0
Moon White

28 778 000
Head shower 400
metal
Spray pattern: Rain

KS0
Velvet Black

27 271 000
Head shower F-Series 10"
Spray pattern: Rain
27 285 000
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

27 253 000
Head shower F-Series 5"
127 mm x 127 mm
Spray pattern: Rain

27 477 000
Head shower 310
metal
Spray pattern: Rain
27 478 000
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

28 368 000
Head shower 210
metal
Spray pattern: Rain
28 368 00E
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

28 369 000
Head shower Rustic 210
Spray pattern: Rain

27 863 000
Ceiling shower Allure 210
210x210 mm
metal
spray pattern: Rain

27 470 000
Head shower Veris 300
metal
Spray pattern: Rain
27 471 000
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

27 861 000
Ceiling shower Veris 300
metal
Spray pattern: Rain

1

1

27 286 000
Ceiling shower F-Series 20"
508 mm x 508 mm
metal
Spray pattern: Rain

2

2

1

27 467 000
Ceiling shower F-Series 10"
254 mm x 254 mm
metal
Spray pattern: Rain

27 251 000
Side shower F-Series 5"
127 mm x 127 mm
Spray pattern: Rain

27 479 000
Head shower Allure 210
210x210 mm
metal, spray pattern: Rain
27 480 000
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

1

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
DreamSpray®

2

GROHE
StarLight®
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GROHE
HEad sHOwERs
Power&Soul®
Cosmopolitan 190

NEW

Rainshower®
Next Generation
Icon 190

• 4 single sprays
• 7 unique mix sprays

• full chrome head shower
• stylish design

• One-Click Showering
• with the new
Bokoma™ spray

27 765 000
Head shower Cosmopolitan 190
4+ spray patterns: GROHE Rain O2,
Rain, Bokoma Spray™, Jet
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

Power&Soul® 190
•
•
•
•

Rainshower®
Next Generation
Solo 190
• full chrome head shower
• stylish design

27 438 000
Head shower Solo 190
chrome plated spray plate
spray pattern: Rain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

27 439 000
Head shower Icon 190
chrome plated spray plate
Spray pattern: Rain
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

NEW

Rainshower® 160

4 single sprays
7 unique mix sprays
One-Click Showering
with the new
Bokoma™ spray

Rainshower®
Rustic 160

• 4 sprays
• soft Champagne spray
• laminar Pure spray

• 4 sprays
• soft Champagne spray
• laminar Pure spray

27 134 000
Head shower 160
3 Spray patterns: Rain, Jet, Pure,
Champagne spray

27 767 000
Head shower 190
4+ spray patterns: GROHE Rain O2,
Rain, Bokoma Spray™, Jet
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

27 128 000
Head shower Rustic 160
3 Spray patterns: Rain, Jet, Pure,
Champagne spray

Relexa Deluxe

Sena

• the luxurious shower
• Deluxe Champagne Spray

• metal head shower
• wall mounted

1

27 530 000
Head shower Relexa Deluxe 146
4 Spray patterns: Rain, Normal,
Champagne spray and Deluxe
Champagne spray
9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

Head shower
27 766 000

Finish
chrome

28 308 000
Head shower Sena
metal
Spray pattern: Normal

1
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GROHE
HEad sHOwERs
Euphoria
Cosmopolitan 180

Euphoria 110
• broad choice

• full chrome

• from Massage to Mono
• with or without
Spraydimmer

27 491 000
Head shower Cosmopolitan 180
with chrome plated spray face
Spray pattern: Rain
27 492 000
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™
NEW

Euphoria
Cube 150

14

14

27 235 000
Head shower Massage
with SprayDimmer
3 Spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain,
Massage

27 236 000
Head shower Champagne
with SprayDimmer
3 Spray patterns: Rain, SmartRain,
Champagne spray

New Tempesta
Cosmopolitan 100

• full chrome

• best value

• cube design

• GROHE Rain O2

23

27 705 000
Head shower Cube 150
Spray pattern: Rain
9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

Euphoria
Rustic 130

27 591 000
Head shower IV
4 Spray patterns:
GROHE Rain O2, Rain, Massage, Jet
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

New Tempesta 100
• soft grip
• GROHE Rain O2

• authentic design

23

28 737 000
Head shower Rustic 130
Spray pattern: Rain
9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

27 606 000
Head shower IV
4 Spray patterns:
GROHE Rain O2, Rain, Massage, Jet
with 9.5 l/min. GROHE EcoJoy™

1

2

3

4
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GROHE
sHOwER accEssORiEs

27 595 000
New Tempesta
Wall hand shower holder
adjustable

27 594 000
New Tempesta Cosmopolitan
Wall hand shower holder
non-adjustable

28 605 000
Relexa
Wall hand shower holder
non-adjustable

27 055 000
Rainshower®
Wall hand shower holder
adjustable

27 056 000
Rainshower®
Wall hand shower holder
without escutcheon
non-adjustable

27 693 000
Euphoria Cube
Hand shower holder
non-adjustable

27 706 000
Rainshower® Allure
Hand shower holder
non-adjustable

27 075 000
Rainshower®
Wall hand shower holder
square escutcheon
non-adjustable

27 074 000
Rainshower®
Wall hand shower holder
round escutcheon
non-adjustable

27 704 000
Euphoria Cube
Shower outlet elbow

27 707 000
Rainshower® Allure
Shower outlet elbow

27 076 000
Rainshower®
Shower outlet elbow
square escutcheon

27 057 000
Rainshower®
Shower outlet elbow
round escutcheon

GROHE
StarLight®
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GROHE
sHOwER accEssORiEs
Relexaflex

28 150 000
Shower hose Relexaflex, 1250 mm
28 151 000
Shower hose Relexaflex, 1500 mm

28 982 000 *
Shower arm
metal
projection 378 mm

27 406 000
Shower arm
metal
projection 218 mm

28 384 000
Shower arm
metal
projection 272 mm

28 576 000
Shower arm
metal
projection 286 mm

28 497 000 *
Ceiling shower arm
metal
length 292 mm

28 724 000 *
Ceiling shower arm
metal
length 142 mm

27 709 000
Ceiling shower arm
metal
projection 286 mm
with square escutcheon

27 488 000
Shower arm
metal
projection 275 mm
with square escutcheon

27 484 000
Ceiling shower arm
metal
length 292 mm
with square escutcheon

27 485 000
Ceiling shower arm
metal
length 142 mm
with square escutcheon

27 711 000
Ceiling shower arm
metal
length 154 mm
with square escutcheon

28 154 000
Shower hose Relexaflex, 1750 mm
28 155 000
Shower hose Relexaflex, 2000 mm

Rotaflex

28 409 000
Shower hose Rotaflex, 1500 mm
28 410 000
Shower hose Rotaflex, 1750 mm
28 413 000
Shower hose Rotaflex, 2000 mm

Silverflex

Metal Relexaflex

28 362 000
Shower hose Silverflex, 1250 mm
28 364 000
Shower hose Silverflex, 1500 mm

28 142 000
Metal hose Relexaflex, 1250 mm
28 143 000
Metal hose Relexaflex, 1500 mm
28 145 000
Metal hose Relexaflex, 2000 mm

28 388 000
Shower hose Silverflex, 1750 mm
27 137 000
Shower hose Silverflex, 2000 mm

GROHE
StarLight®
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GROHE
tRiGGER spRays
combining functionality with modern aesthetics, GROHE trigger sprays bring a new
level of hygiene to the bathroom. Available in four finishes: black, white, matt silver and
GROHE StarLight® chrome, the universal appeal of the design complements our extensive
range of flush actuation plates.
to meet your requirements, trigger sprays can be purchased individually or as part of a shower
set – with or without a valve.

000
GROHE StarLight® Chrome

000/F00
silver met. matt printed

IL0/L00
white

28 020 F00 I L00 I K00
Trigger spray
Handspray with trigger control

27 512 000
Trigger spray
Handspray with trigger control

27 829 000
Trigger spray set

27 813 000 I IL0
Trigger spray set

27 514 000
Trigger spray set

27 826 000
Trigger spray set

27 812 000 I IL0 I IK0
Trigger spray set

27 513 000
Trigger spray set

000/IK0/K00
black
Trigger spray set
27 514 000
Wall plate
38 765 000
Finish
chrome
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grohe
SANITArY SYSTeMS

From sanitary installation frames and concealed cisterns to a stunning choice of flush
actuation plate, GROHE provides all the essential elements to complete your bathroom
project.
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grohe
whISper®
Innovative water technology delivering whisper-quiet acoustics.
For peace, comfort and design freedom, our concealed cisterns feature GROHE Whisper®
technology. Thanks to decoupled pipe supports, there is no sound transfer to the structure
of the building when the water is released from the cistern to the bowl. Allowing the WC
to be located in the most convenient location without fear of disturbing others.

GROHE Whisper®
technology
„Whisper-quiet“ flow noise for
added comfort with Rapid SL
installation systems.
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SANITArY
SYSTeMS
GROHE Ondus®
diGitEctuRE liGHt

256

GROHE nOva liGHt

GROHE skatE
cOsmOpOlitan
lEatHER

GROHE skatE
cOsmOpOlitan Glass

257

258

260

GROHE skatE
GROHE nOva
cOsmOpOlitan wOOd cOsmOpOlitan pRint

GROHE skatE
cOsmOpOlitan pRint

262

264

266

GROHE aREna
cOsmOpOlitan

GROHE flusH platEs
OvERviEw

267

268

GROHE Rapid sl

GROHE fREsH

GROHE RapidO u

272

274

276
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grohe
FluSh plATeS
The perFecT
FINIShINg Touch.
GROHE actuation plates complement our faucet collections and will enhance your next
bathroom project. They match our Rapid SL frames, Uniset and all concealed systems,
feature GROHE EasyConnect – a single pneumatic hose for fast installation – and can
even be retrofitted if required.
Fixed vertically or horizontally to suit their surroundings, the majority can also be fitted
with GROHE Fresh – our solution for a clean and fresh WC at the push of a button.
Our WC plates feature dual-flush actuation of 6 liters and 3 liters – allowing the user
to choose how much water to use. For further water saving, all GROHE cisterns can
be adjusted to reduce the larger flush volume to 4.5 liters.
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grohe oNduS®
dIgITecTure lIghT

grohe
NovA lIghT

Uniting water-saving dual flush actuation with inspired new lighting effects, GROHE Ondus®
Digitecture Light gives an ambient wash of colored light to the bathroom. Made from safety glass,
the 200 mm square plates are available in black or white and feature the latest LED technology.
Illumination is set using either the built-in timer function, or by the ‘on/off’ switch and can be fixed
at a single color or left to cycle through an ever-changing light display.

Reflecting the design aesthetic of the GROHE Cosmopolitan collections, the Nova Light actuation
plate utilizes two basic geometric shapes. This simple combination of a circle framed by a rectangle
is brought to life by a ring of light, while casting a gentle colored glow over the surrounding area.
Mains-powered LED technology allows you to set the light to any color – blue, green, red, yellow
or one of the many tones in-between – or to have a constantly changing spectrum. Finished in
GROHE StarLight® chrome, Nova Light can be mounted in either landscape or portrait format and
can be programmed to switch on and off at any given time.

But it’s not just about decoration. The LED gives off just the right amount of light that should you
need to use the toilet in the middle of the night you don’t have to turn on the main bathroom light;
so there’s less chance of disturbing your body clock and natural sleep patterns.

And if you need to use the toilet during the night, the LED gives off just the right amount of light so
you don’t have to turn on the main bathroom light – meaning that there’s less chance of disturbing
your body clock and natural sleep patterns.

In addition to traditional push-button actuation, the plate also features a proximity sensor for touchfree flushing – simply pass your hand in front of the either the large or small button and the toilet
will flush automatically.

38 915 KS0
GROHE Ondus® Digitecture Light
Wall plate for dual flush
Velvet Black with mood light

12

38 915 LS0
GROHE Ondus® Digitecture Light
Wall plate for dual flush
Moon White with mood light

38 809 000
Nova Light
Wall plate for dual flush

1

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
EcoJoy™

2

GROHE
StarLight®
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grohe
SkATe coSMopolITAN leATher
Skate Cosmopolitan Leather flush actuation plates combine striking design with a select range
of luxurious leather finishes. The palette of four neutral colors: white, beige, black or Tanin red,
is available in either plain or quilted leather – for effortless coordination with a wide range of
bathroom materials.
Actuation buttons in GROHE StarLight® chrome are complemented by the string of chrome
that frames the leather surround – adding a refined touch to the design. Plates can be mounted
horizontally or vertically to suit the requirements of your installation.

12

12

38 913 XN0
Skate Cosmopolitan Leather
Wall plate for dual flush
Black quilted leather

38 913 XR0
Skate Cosmopolitan Leather
Wall plate for dual flush
White quilted leather

12

38 914 XN0
Skate Cosmopolitan Leather
Wall plate for dual flush
Black leather

38 913 XP0
Skate Cosmopolitan Leather
Wall plate for dual flush
Beige quilted leather

12

38 914 XR0
Skate Cosmopolitan Leather
Wall plate for dual flush
White leather

12

12

38 913 XM0
Skate Cosmopolitan Leather
Wall plate for dual flush
Tanin Red quilted leather

12

38 914 XP0
Skate Cosmopolitan Leather
Wall plate for dual flush
Beige leather

12

38 914 XM0
Skate Cosmopolitan Leather
Wall plate for dual flush
Tanin Red leather

1

GROHE
EcoJoy™

2

GROHE
StarLight®
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grohe
SkATe coSMopolITAN glASS
As the bathroom evolves tiled surfaces continue to give way to a variety of different wall finishes.
The latest addition is glass.
Pure, modern and enticing – Skate Cosmopolitan Glass plates feature chamfered and polished
edges resonating precision and quality. A mere 6 mm thick, their glossy surface highlights the
pristine finish of the GROHE StarLight® chrome actuation. A choice of four glass finishes includes
black and white – which could be used to complement the new black and white faucets in our
Quadra collection. Skate Cosmopolitan Glass includes models for the WC and urinal, enabling
complete coordination across your project.

12

38 845 KS0
Skate Cosmopolitan Glass
Wall plate for dual flush
Velvet Black

12

12

38 845 MF0
Skate Cosmopolitan Glass
Wall plate for dual flush
Chrome/daVinci satin

38 845 LS0
Skate Cosmopolitan Glass
Wall plate for dual flush
Moon White

12

12

38 846 KS0
Skate Cosmopolitan Glass
Urinal actuation plate
Velvet Black

38 957 000
Mounting set
for flush-to-the-wall installation
of Skate Cosmopolitan
with glass surface
for GD2 and cistern 80 mm

38 845 BS0
Skate Cosmopolitan Glass
Wall plate for dual flush
Chrome/titanium

38 916 0A0
Skate Cosmopolitan Glass
Wall plate for dual flush
Mirror glass surface

38 958 000
Cover frame
plastic chrome plated
to cover wide tile joints
Frame cover 8 mm

38 846 LS0
Skate Cosmopolitan Glass
Urinal actuation plate
Moon White

38 846 MF0
Skate Cosmopolitan Glass
Urinal actuation plate
Chrome/daVinci satin

38 846 BS0
Skate Cosmopolitan Glass
Urinal actuation plate
Chrome/titanium

1

GROHE
EcoJoy™

2

GROHE
StarLight®
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grohe
SkATe coSMopolITAN wood
Timeless and enduring, few materials can rival wood when it comes to adding warmth to an
interior. GROHE Skate Cosmopolitan Wood is offered in a choice of six natural wood finishes
to complement the latest styles of bathroom furniture and wood-effect tiles.
From fresh Bamboo to the rich tones of American walnut or cherry, the pronounced grain of
the wood veneer radiates authenticity and is highlighted by a band of striking GROHE StarLight®
chrome, which complements the dual-flush actuation. The natural finish ensures no two
surrounds are the same – bestowing a unique touch to the bathroom. Measuring a discreet
197x156 mm, they can be mounted horizontally or vertically.

12

12

38 849 HP0
Skate Cosmopolitan Wood
Wall plate for dual flush
American walnut

38 849 HR0
Skate Cosmopolitan Wood
Wall plate for dual flush
Macassar

38 849 HS0
Skate Cosmopolitan Wood
Wall plate for dual flush
American cherry

12

12

38 849 HW0
Skate Cosmopolitan Wood
Wall plate for dual flush
Natural oak

12

38 849 HT0
Skate Cosmopolitan Wood
Wall plate for dual flush
Ash olive

12

38 849 HV0
Skate Cosmopolitan Wood
Wall plate for dual flush
Bamboo

1

GROHE
EcoJoy™

2

GROHE
StarLight®
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grohe
NovA coSMopolITAN prINT
With its fresh design and choice of printed finishes, Nova Cosmopolitan brings an exciting
modern element to our comprehensive range of flush plates. Its use of geometric shapes
– circular actuation is framed by a rectangular plate – makes it the ideal choice for cuttingedge spaces.
Avantgarde bathrooms will benefit from the graphic prints, which include a circular
design in chrome to reflect light around the space. A choice of colors ensures the
design complements several of our faucet and shower collections.

1

38 847 KI0
Nova Cosmopolitan Print
Wall plate for dual flush

1

38 847 LI0
Nova Cosmopolitan Print
Wall plate for dual flush

1

38 847 LS0
Nova Cosmopolitan Print
Wall plate for dual flush

1

1

38 869 XG0
Nova Cosmopolitan Print
Wall plate for dual flush

38 847 XG0
Nova Cosmopolitan Print
Wall plate for dual flush

1

GROHE
EcoJoy™
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grohe
SkATe coSMopolITAN prINT

grohe
AreNA coSMopolITAN

While the design of Nova Cosmopolitan is based on the circle, rectangular shapes dominate Skate
Cosmopolitan. Optical patterns are used to create three-dimensional effects, which draw attention
to the purity of the GROHE StarLight® chrome actuation buttons.

The GROHE visual DNA enables consumers to recognize GROHE quality at a glance. Central
to this is the use of lozenge shapes, which can be found across several of our ranges.
On GROHE Arena Cosmopolitan the soft, user-friendly appeal of the lozenge is used to form the
actuation buttons. Available in GROHE StarLight® chrome, matt chrome and white, the design
complements a number of our faucet collections and also includes a model for urinals.

Skate Cosmopolitan is also available in a titanium finish featuring anti-fingerprint protection –
making it the perfect choice for high-traffic environments.

38 844 000
Arena Cosmopolitan
Wall plate for dual flush

12

38 732 BR0
Skate Cosmopolitan Print
Wall plate for dual flush
Anti-fingerprint

38 858 000
Arena Cosmopolitan
Wall plate for dual flush

12

38 859 XG0
Skate Cosmopolitan Print
Wall plate for dual flush

38 857 000
Arena Cosmopolitan
Urinal actuation plate

1

GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
EcoJoy™

2

GROHE
StarLight®
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grohe
FluSh plATeS overvIew

13

38 915 KS0
GROHE Ondus® Digitecture Light
Wall plate for dual flush, Velvet Black,
with mood light, (see page 256)
38 915 LS0 Moon White
with mood light (see page 256)

24

38 914 XM0
Skate Cosmopolitan Leather
Wall plate for dual flush
Tanin Red leather (see page 258)

38 849 HW0
Skate Cosmopolitan Wood
Wall plate for dual flush
Natural oak (see page 262)

38 916 0A0
Skate Cosmopolitan Glass
Wall plate for dual flush
Mirror glass surface
(see page 260)

38 862 000 *4
Skate
Wall plate for dual flush

38 913 XM0
Skate Cosmopolitan Leather
Wall plate for dual flush
Tanin Red quilted leather
(see page 258)

24

24

38 844 000 *1
Arena Cosmopolitan
Wall plate for dual flush (see page 267)
38 858 000 *1
Arena Cosmopolitan
Wall plate for dual flush (see page 267)

38 505 000 *3
Skate Air
Wall plate for dual flush
38 506 000 *3
Skate Air
Wall plate for dual flush

38 564 000 *1
Skate Air
Wall plate for single flush
38 565 000 *1
Skate Air
Wall plate for single flush

38 573 000 *4
Skate
Wall plate for single flush

38 574 000 *1
Surf
Wall plate for single flush

38 861 000 *1
Surf
Wall plate for dual flush

2

38 847 LI0
Nova Cosmopolitan Print
Wall plate for dual flush
(see page 264)

38 732 000 *2
Skate Cosmopolitan
Wall plate for dual flush

*1
also available in
P00,SH0
GROHE
EcoJoy™

38 765 000 *1
Nova Cosmopolitan
Wall plate for dual flush

24

24

38 859 XG0
Skate Cosmopolitan Print
Wall plate for dual flush
(see page 266)

38 809 000
Nova Light
Wall plate for dual flush
(see page 257)

38 766 KS0
GROHE Ondus®
Wall plate for dual flush, Velvet
Black
also available in 000 / BS0 / LS0

13

24

*2
also available in
P00,SH0, BR0, SD0

*3
also available in
P00,SH0, SP0

*4
also available in
P00,SH0, SD0

1

2

3

4

GROHE
StarLight®
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grohe
SANITArY SYSTeMS
INSpIred SoluTIoNS For SANITArY wAre.
Create a streamlined contemporary bathroom with our range of concealed installation and flushing
systems.
Lifestyle changes and technological advances have transformed the bathroom from a purely functional
space into the most indulgent and exciting room in the house. Our desire to create a space that is both
relaxing and hard working has led us towards more streamlined bathing spaces, where only the beautiful
and key pieces are on show. Our range of sanitary systems allows you to create the bathroom of your
dreams, by offering a choice of quick and secure ways to fix wall-mounted sanitary ware and a number
of advanced flushing solutions.
Contemporary spaces
Wall-hung sanitary ware lends an up-to-the-minute contemporary look and is now the preferred choice
of style-conscious homeowners, supplanting the cumbersome pedestal basins and close-coupled WCs
of old. Visually, even the smallest of bathrooms will appear larger because the floor area is clear; and
with no awkward corners to trap dirt, cleaning is quick and easy.
Choice and flexibility
Whatever the size and shape of your bathroom, with Rapid SL you‘re no longer restricted to four walls.
Thanks to our versatile frame system, the layout and design choices for your new bathroom are endless –
the only limit is your imagination. Mid- and full-height walls can be introduced not only to ‘zone’ wet
and dry areas but to provide additional space for basins and bidets, while our corner solutions allow
you to utilize tight spaces. Concealed WC cisterns are ideal for installation with a back-to-wall toilet
pan in furniture or in a cavity.
Simple installation
Whether you are planning a new project or modernising your existing bathroom, our Rapid SL frame
system ensures hassle-free bathroom installation. Frames can either be built into stud walls or placed
in front of a brick or stud wall – so there‘s no need to spend time and money hacking off old tiling.
The frame is simply secured in place during the construction or refurbishment of your bathroom and
concealed behind a wall.
Design and technology
As with all our products, Rapid SL offers a host of other benefits. Our concealed cisterns are unbelievably
quiet, and this is enhanced when the cistern is fixed to an installation frame rather than the wall. They can
be fitted with either dual or single flush plates designed to complement our faucet collections – choose a
dual flush model and you can save water by flushing with a reduced water volume.

Press the large button
and flush with the
entire water volume.

Press the Eco button
and flush with a
reduced three-litre volume.

For further information on Rapid SL and masonry installation frames visit our website:
www.grohe.com or see our special Sanitary Systems brochure.

Choose dual flush technology and use up to 50 % less water.
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grohe rApId Sl
INSTAllATIoN SYSTeMS
The Rapid SL system gives you the freedom to design your ultimate bathroom by providing
a secure and quick method of installing wall-hung basins, bidets, urinals and WCs.
Available in three different installation heights, each frame comes pre-assembled with sanitary
ware fixings and is subject to stringent testing – our WC frames are tested to hold 400kg.

38 528 001
Rapid SL for WC, 1.20 m height
38 525 001
Rapid SL for WC, 1,00 m height
38 526 000
Rapid SL for WC, 0.82 m height

38 554 001
Rapid SL for Basin

38 553 001
Rapid SL for Bidet

38 786 001
Rapid SL for Urinal
1.13 and 1.30 m height
for manual actuation
or infra-red electronic
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grohe
FreSh
Creating innovative solutions for everyday problems is something that GROHE is proud of.
GROHE Fresh brings a new level of convenience to the bathroom. It allows you to have the best
of both worlds – the clean lines achieved from choosing a concealed cisterns and the continuous
hygiene and cleanliness associated with cistern blocks. Until now, it was not possible to access a
concealed cistern to add a cleaning block. GROHE Fresh features an easy-to-open actuation plate,
which gives access to a slide that delivers the tablet into the cistern. The entire process takes
seconds, thanks to the hinged plate that opens like a door.
GROHE Fresh is compatible with all GROHE concealed cisterns with small actuation plates –
whether it’s a new installation project or the upgrade of an existing one. It is offered as a set with
the actuation plate of your choice, or as retrofit accessory to use with your current cistern and
plate. For older cisterns, simply remove the fixing frame, add the slide to the cistern and attach the
new frame, then re-connect the pneumatic hose to the actuation plate. For cisterns without the
AV1 flushing valve, a complete upgrade kit is available.

38 805 000
Skate Cosmopolitan Set Fresh
Wall plate for dual flush
Open actuation of the cistern with a fingertip.

38 799 000
Nova Cosmopolitan Set Fresh
Wall plate for dual flush

38 798 000
Skate Air Set Fresh
Wall plate for dual flush

Choose any odor block or cleaning tab.

38 796 000
GROHE Fresh retro-fit set

Slide in the cleaning tab.

GROHE
EcoJoy™

Close and flush!

GROHE
StarLight®
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grohe
rApIdo u
Rapido U is our universal concealed body for the installation of urinals. With a depth of
only 80 mm, Rapido U can be used with a choice of manual or electronic actuation plates.
Electronic actuation plates feature the latest energy-efficient technology for reduced power
consumption. They can be either battery or mains (230V) operated, while the standardization
of the plate sizes means that it is now possible to upgrade from manual to electronic at a
later date. Available in Cosmopolitan, Contemporary and Authentic design styles, the plates
complement the GROHE range of WC actuation plates – allowing for a coordinated look
throughout your project.

1

37 338 000
GROHE Rapido U
Roughing-in set for urinal
for manual actuation or Tectron
infra-red electronic 6 V or 230 V

38 846 MF0*6
Skate Cosmopolitan
Manual activation for urinal
security glass surface
chrome/daVinci white

38 784 000*5
Skate Cosmopolitan
Manual activation for urinal
Wall plate

38 857 000*3
Arena Cosmopolitan
Manual activation for urinal
Wall plate

38 808 000*4
Surf
Manual activation for urinal
Wall plate

1

38 804 000*3
Nova Cosmopolitan
Manual activation for urinal
Wall plate

1

37 336 000
Tektron Surf, infra-red electronic
for urinal, transformer with supply
voltage 230 V AC
37 337 000
6 V DC battery supply
*1
also available in
SD0
GROHE
EcoJoy™

GROHE
StarLight®

*2
also available in
SH0, SD0

*3
also available in
P00,SH0

*4
also available in
P00,SP0, SH0

37 321 000*2
Tektron Skate, infra-red electronic
for urinal, transformer with supply
voltage 230 V AC
37 324 SD0
6 V DC battery supply
*5
also available in
P00, SH0, SD0

*6
also available in
LS0, BS0, KS0

37 419 000*1
Tektron Skate
infra-red control
with additional manual actuation
for flushing cistern GD 2

1
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GROHE
REfEREncEs

As diverse as people’s aspirations, requirements and tastes may be, and despite contrasts
between cultural requirements, the basic needs of people on this planet are the same.
Across every continent, in rural and urban environments, GROHE is the brand of choice
for every shape, size and style of bathroom. And a smart choice at that.

Niyama Resort By Per Aquum I Dhaalu Atoll I Maldives
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BE
InspIREd
Like attracts like. Therefore, it’s hardly surprising that GROHE products can be found in some of the finest buildings
in the world. From luxury hotel suites and spas to the smartest residential addresses, our faucets, showers and faucets
are selected by architects and designers looking to treat the end user to a five-star experience.
Our products are reliable, durable and are engineered to perform under the most demanding circumstances. Original
designs that make a statement, are intuitive to use and offer exceptional safety, comfort and enjoyment. Which is why
those in the know select GROHE, every time.
Toda House I Hiroshima I Japan

Friedrichstadt-Palast I Berlin I Germany

Rigi Residence I Küssnacht am Rigi I Switzerland

Stanlake Park Wine Estate I Twyford I United Kingdom

Constance Halaveli I Halaveli I Maldives
The Icelandic National Concert and
Conference Centre I Reykjavik I Iceland

PGE Arena I Gdansk I Poland

Sot Tower I Zagreb I Croatia

St. Regis Lhasa Resort I Tibet I China

Sri panwa I Phuket I Thailand

Live Aqua Bosques Hotel I Mexico City I Mexico
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fInd OUT MORE

Have you found the ﬁtting you want, but need more detailed information? You can look up your favourite
products on our website. Here you will also ﬁnd the answers to questions about where you can view,
test or purchase the products.

GROHE BROCHURES

GROHE SPA®
Let our carefully
created collections
of luxury fittings take
your bathroom to a
new level.

GROHE
BATHROOM
BROCHURE
With so many designs
to choose from our
premium bathroom
fittings are divided
into three style
groups: Cosmopolitan,
Contemporary and
Authentic.

GROHE KITCHEN
BROCHURE
With designs to match
all interior styles, all
installations and all
budgets, our enticing
portfolio of kitchen
faucets will exceed
your expectations.

GROHE
PROFESSIONAL
BROCHURE
Developed with our
professional partners in
mind, GROHE Professional
is a complete range
of high-quality, expert
solutions incorporating
sanitary systems,
concealed installation,
special faucets, and
waste-water technologies.

SHOWROOM LOCATOR

GROHE REFERENCES
Volume 1

Volume 2

Here you will ﬁnd your nearest showroom. Simply enter your
town and postcode in the search box and select your product
to ﬁnd your GROHE partner.

Volume 3

GROHE REFERENCE BOOKS
Be inspired by our selection of references
from around the globe.
If you are interested in our books “Water Enjoyment.
Sustainable Quality, Technology and Design“
featuring iconic projects from around the world,
you can order the books via Amazon.

GROHE
ONLINE
DIGITAL ANSWERS TO YOUR QUESTIONS

To order or download GROHE brochures,
please visit our website at www.grohe.com

Grohe Regional HQ
East Mediterranean
Middle East
Africa
Grome Marketing (Cyprus) Ltd.
P.O. Box 27048, CY-1641 Nicosia, Cyprus
Phone: + 357 - 22 - 46 52 00
Telefax: + 357 - 22 - 37 91 88
Visit our website and ﬁnd the ofﬁce/ dealer/
distributor closest to you.

Grohe Headquarters
Grohe AG
Feldmühleplatz 15
40545 Düsseldorf / Germany
www.grohe.com
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VISIT US ONLINE
GROHE.COM

Follow us
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